About the Insurance Practice Area Group

NAMWOLF’s Insurance Practice Area Committee’s ("I-PAC") mission is to introduce insurance clients to a national network of preeminent women and minority owned law firms comprised of highly skilled attorneys who are interested in their clients’ issues, with the goal of fostering synergistic relationships. Member firms have significant expertise representing insurance companies relating to insurance products and personal and commercial insurance lines of business. Member firms also have experience with insurer recovery actions, and matters involving life, health, annuities and disability products and ERISA plans. Many Member attorneys came from the largest and most well-known firms and in-house legal departments in the country, and have significant experience representing Fortune 500 corporations. Through the I-PAC, NAMWOLF law firms and insurers will partner to identify potential problems, develop cost-effective solutions and explore the potential for an early resolution. If a settlement is not achievable, the Member firms have the depth of experience to try cases and handle appeals.

This booklet contains profiles of NAMWOLF firms that have significant experience working with insurance companies on a variety of matters. The firms are divided alphabetically, by practice area and by state.

About NAMWOLF

Founded in 2001, NAMWOLF is a nonprofit trade association comprised of minority and women-owned law firms who have exhibited excellence in the legal profession, and other interested parties throughout the United States. Many corporations and public entities committed to diversifying their outside law firm ranks have focused on the utilization of minority and female attorneys at majority firms. However, the most effective way for corporations and public entities to increase diversity in the legal profession is to increase their utilization of minority and women-owned law firms. NAMWOLF’s mission is to promote true diversity in the legal profession by fostering the development of long lasting relationships between preeminent minority and women-owned law firms and corporations and public entities.

About NAMWOLF’s Law Firm Membership

NAMWOLF Law Firm Members must complete an extensive application and screening process before they can be admitted for membership. Law Firm Candidates must exhibit excellence in the quality of law practiced, as evidenced by corporate references, presence on outside counsel approved lists and panels for national or regional corporations, Martindale-Hubbell AV Peer Review Rating, and other awards and memberships. Law firms must be headquartered in the United States or Puerto Rico and have a minimum of three full-time attorneys, profession by fostering the development of long lasting relationships between preeminent minority and women-owned law firms and corporations and public entities.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm Name</th>
<th>Location/s</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boggs, Avellino, Lach &amp; Boggs, L.L.C.</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Berne &amp; Herndon</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budde Law Group</td>
<td>California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Seyferth PLLC</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian, Dichter &amp; Sluga, P.C.</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayborne &amp; Wagner</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colvin, Saenz, Rodriguez &amp; Kennamer, L.L.P.</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo &amp; Matherne LLC</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtin Law, LLC</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d’Arcambal Ousley &amp; Cuyler Burk, LLP</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emile Banks &amp; Associates, LLC.</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fields &amp; Brown, LLC</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd &amp; Wheeler P.C.</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaffneyLewis, LLC</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griesing Law, LLC</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, Miller &amp; Birthisel, LLP</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, &amp; Black, P.C.</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch &amp; Associates</td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivie McNeill Wyatt Purcell &amp; Diggs</td>
<td>California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Selmer Law, P.A.</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette &amp; Kumagai LLP</td>
<td>California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence &amp; Bundy</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magdich Law</td>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martineau King PLLC</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Name</td>
<td>Location/s</td>
<td>Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Garcia &amp; Associates</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>pgtxlaw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez Morris</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roig Lawyers</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>roiglawyers.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Royal Law Firm</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacro &amp; Walker, LLP</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>sacrowalker.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanchez Daniels &amp; Hoffman LLP</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>sanchezdh.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmiller &amp; Associates, P.C.</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>segmend.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMGQ Law</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>smgqlaw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sioli Alexander Pino</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>siolialexanderpino.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokes Lawrence, P.S.</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>stokeslaw.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton Booker PC</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>suttonbooker.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torres Law</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>torres.law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Anderson &amp; Race, L.L.C</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>warllc.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Firms by Practice Area

**Automobile Liability**
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Curtin Law, LLC
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Magdich Law
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez Morris
- Roig Lawyers
- The Royal Law Firm
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Sutton Booker PC
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

**Commercial General Liability**
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Curtin Law, LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez Morris
- Roig Lawyers
- Sacro & Walker, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Sutton Booker PC
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

**Environmental**
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Perez Morris
- Sacro & Walker, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
- Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP

**Errors and Omissions**
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Lafeyette & Kumagai LLP
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez Morris
- Roig Lawyers
- Sacro & Walker, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Sutton Booker PC
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
- Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Extra-Contractual Claims:
(including Bad Faith)
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
Clayborne & Wagner
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
Curtin Law, LLC
Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
Fields & Brown, LLC
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
J. Selmer Law, P.A.
Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
Martineau King PLLC
Martineau King PLLC
Perez & Morris
Roig Lawyers
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Sutton Booker PC
Torres Law Firm
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Homeowners
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
Curtin Law, LLC
Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
Fields & Brown, LLC
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
J. Selmer Law, P.A.
Magdich Law
Martineau King PLLC
Perez & Morris
Roig Lawyers
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Sutton Booker PC
Torres Law Firm
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Fraudulent Claims
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
Clayborne & Wagner
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
J. Selmer Law, P.A.
Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
Magdich Law
Martineau King PLLC
Perez & Morris
Roig Lawyers
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Sutton Booker PC
Torres Law Firm
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Insurer Recovery Actions
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
Martineau King PLLC
Perez & Morris
Roig Lawyers
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Sutton Booker PC
Torres Law Firm
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Life, Health and Disability
Products Litigation (ERISA)
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Clayborne & Wagner
d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
Roig Lawyers
The Royal Law Firm
Sacro & Walker, LLP (Non-ERISA)
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.

Marine Insurance
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.

Medical Malpractice
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
Magdich Law
Martineau King PLLC
Roig Lawyers
SMGQ Law
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.

Labor & Employment
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Fields & Brown, LLC
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Griesing Law, LLC
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
J. Selmer Law, P.A.
Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
Martineau King PLLC
Perez & Morris
Roig Lawyers
The Royal Law Firm
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC
Firms by Practice Area

Negligence
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Curtin Law, LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Magdich Law
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez & Morris
- The Royal Law Firm
- SACRO & WALKER, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
- Sutton Booker PC
- Torres Law Firm
- Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Premises Liability
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Curtin Law, LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Magdich Law
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez & Morris
- Roig Lawyers
- The Royal Law Firm
- SACRO & WALKER, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
- Sutton Booker PC
- Torres Law Firm
- Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Professional Liability
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
- Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
- Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
- Fields & Brown, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Griesing Law, LLC
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
- J. Selmer Law, P.A.
- Martineau King PLLC
- Perez & Morris
- SACRO & WALKER, LLP
- Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
- SMGQ Law
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
- Sutton Booker PC
- Torres Law Firm
- Walsh Pizzi O'Reilly Falanga LLP
- Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC

Product Development
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
- Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole, & Black, P.C.
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.

Product Liability
- Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, LLC
- Bush Seyferth PLLC
- Clayborne & Wagner
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Curtin Law, LLC
- d'Arcambal Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
- Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
- Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
- Griesing Law, LLC

Workers Compensation Defense
- Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
- Griesing Law, LLC
- Perez & Morris
- Roig Lawyers
- The Royal Law Firm
- Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Alabama
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole & Black, P.C.
Felicia Long | flong@hillhillcarter.com

Alaska
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates
Rebecca Hozubin | rebecca@akdefenselaw.com

Arizona
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
JP Harrington Bisceglia | JPBisceglia@cdsflawfirm.com
Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
Emile Banks | emile@emilebankslaw.com
Griesing Law, LLC
Angela M. Lorenz | a Lorenz@griesinglaw.com

California
Budde Law Group
Denae Budde | dbudde@blglegal.net
Ivie McNeill Wyatt Purcell & Diggs
Byron Purcell | BPurcell@mmlaw.com
Lafayette & Kumagai LLP
Gary Lafayette | glafayette@lkclaw.com
Sacro & Walker, LLP
Jennifer Yu Sacro | jsacro@sacrowalker.com

Colorado
Sutton Booker PC
Ashley Larson | alarson@suttonbooker.com
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC
Sheryl Anderson | sanderson@warllc.com
Mike Brooks | mbrooks@warllc.com

Connecticut
Perez Morris
Charity Hyde | chyde@perez-morris.com
The Royal Law Firm
Amy Royal | aroyal@theroyallawfirm.com

Florida
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmlmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
Roig Lawyers
Michael Rosenberg | mrosenberg@roiglawyers.com
Sioli Alexander Pino
Frank Sioli | fsioli@siolilaw.com
SMQG Law
Emilia Quesda | equesada@smqglaw.com
Torres Law Firm
Anna Torres | atorres@torres.law

Georgia
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Chevon Brooks | chevon.brooks@lawbbh.com

Lawrence & Bundy LLC
Alegrea Lawrence-Hardy
alegrealawrence-hardy@lawrencebundy.com

Illinois
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Beth Boggs | boggs@balblawyers.com
Clayborne & Wagner
John Sabo | jsabo@csvwilp.com
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
Heather Erickson | HErickson@SanchezDH.com

Indiana
Fisher Maas Howard Lloyd & Wheeler P.C.
Kim Howard | khoward@fishermaas.com

Kansas
Fields & Brown, LLC
Carla Fields Johnson | cjfields@fieldandbrown.com

Kentucky
Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole & Black, P.C.
Felicia Long | flong@hillhillcarter.com

Louisiana
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
Valerie Matherne | vmatherne@courington-law.com

Massachusetts
The Royal Law Firm
Amy Royal | aroyal@theroyallawfirm.com

Michigan
Magdich Law
Karen Magdich | kmagdich@magdichlaw.com
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Moheeb Murray | murray@bsplaw.com

Minnesota
J. Selmer Law, P.A.
James Selmer | jselmer@jelselmerlaw.com

Mississippi
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne LLC
Valerie Matherne | vmatherne@courington-law.com

Missouri
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C.
Beth Boggs | boggs@balblawyers.com
Fields & Brown, LLC
Carla Fields Johnson | cjfields@fieldandbrown.com

Nevada
Christian, Dichter & Sluga, P.C.
JP Harrington Bisceglia | JPBisceglia@cdsflawfirm.com

New Jersey
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Chevon Brooks | chevon.brooks@lawbbh.com
d’Arcambal, Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Aimee Creed | acreed@darcambal.com
Griesing Law, LLC
Angela M. Lorenz | a Lorenz@griesinglaw.com
Perez Morris
Charity Hyde | chyde@perez-morris.com
Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP
Thomas O’Leary | toleary@walsh.law

New York
Brooks, Berne & Herndon, PLLC
Chevon Brooks | chevon.brooks@lawbbh.com
d’Arcambal, Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Aimee Creed | acreed@darcambal.com
Griesing Law, LLC
Angela M. Lorenz | a Lorenz@griesinglaw.com
Hamilton, Miller & Birthisel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
Perez Morris
Charity Hyde | chyde@perez-morris.com
Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP
Thomas O’Leary | toleary@walsh.law

North Carolina
Martineau King PLLC
Kay Smith | ksmith@martineauking.com

Ohio
Curtin Law, LLC
Cynthia Curtin | ccurtin@curtinlawfirm.com
Griesing Law, LLC
Angela M. Lorenz | a Lorenz@griesinglaw.com
Perez Morris
Charity Hyde | chyde@perez-morris.com

Pennsylvania
d’Arcambal, Ousley & Cuyler Burk, LLP
Anne Reed | acreed@darcambal.com
Griesing Law, LLC
Angela M. Lorenz | a Lorenz@griesinglaw.com
Perez Morris
Charity Hyde | chyde@perez-morris.com
Segmiller & Associates, P.C.
Kathleen Segmiller | kas@segmend.com
Walsh Pizzi O’Reilly Falanga LLP
Thomas O’Leary | toleary@walsh.law
Puerto Rico
Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com

South Carolina
GaffneyLewis, LLC
Amy Gaffney | agaffney@glelawfirm.com
Martineau King PLLC
Kay Smith | ksmith@martineauking.com

Texas
Bush Seyferth PLLC
Moheeb Murray | murray@bsplaw.com
Colvin, Saenz, Rodriguez & Kennamer LLP
Alison Kennamer | ad.kennamer@rcclaw.com
Paul Garcia & Associates
Paul Garcia | pgarcia@pgtxlaw.com

Vermont
The Royal Law Firm
Amy Royal | aroyal@theroyallawfirm.com

Virginia
Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
Washington
Stokes Lawrence, P.S.
Caryn Jorgensen | caryn.jorgensen@stokeslaw.com

Wisconsin
Emile Banks & Associates, LLC
Emile Banks | emile@emilebankslaw.com

U.S. Virgin Islands
Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com

International
Bahamas
Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
Jamaica
Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, LLP
Jennifer Miller | jmiller@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
What Matters to Alexander Law, P.A.

Leadership MATTERS

Our litigators’ leadership in the Mississippi Bar and continuous involvement in our current and hometown communities provide our clients with an advantage of an established and proven reputation in the field. As a result, we are familiar with jurisdictions throughout the state, and the members of the bar and bench, which provide our clients with a unique opportunity to gain a better understanding of the diverse backgrounds of each venue.

Communication MATTERS

Cases require prompt assessment of liability, a plan of action and continual client contact to achieve the best results within an established timeline and budget to fit the needs of clients. Thus, we are constantly exploiting new and innovative technology to accomplish these goals for our clients.

Experience MATTERS

Alexander Law, P.A. is experienced in making realistic assessments to ultimately determine the right course of action, develop a defense and obtain a resolution either by alternative dispute resolution or trial, where required.

Quality & Cost MATTER

Alexander Law, P.A. produces efficient and cost-effective results in representing our clients whether with a single legal matter or large volume legal matters, regardless of complexity. Our goal is to partner with our clients in making the best decisions to protect their immediate and long-term interests. Alexander Law, P.A. recognizes the needs of our clients and provides them with quality service, accessibility, versatility, cost-effectiveness and accountability.

Relationships MATTER

While our principal location is in Central Mississippi, our attorneys are located throughout the state with hometowns from the Mississippi Delta, North, East, West and to our lovely Gulf Coast. In addition to our strong leadership within the community, we have developed relationships within the bench and bar as we practice in the administrative, state, trial and appellate matters in the state of Mississippi, including both northern and southern federal courts and appellate courts. These relationships are proven assets in the continual effective representation of our clients.
Aggressive, Trial-Tested.
Our practice is litigation, frequently trying cases to verdict. We have tried cases in Illinois (Adams, Bond, Clinton, Franklin, Jackson, Jefferson, Johnson, Lawrence, Macoupin, Madison, Marion, Massac, Monroe, Perry, Pope, Pulaski, Randolph, Saline, Sangamon, Shelby, St. Clair, Tazewell, Wayne, and Williamson counties); Missouri (Boone, Camden, Cape Girardeau, Cole, Greene, Phelps, Jackson, Jefferson, Marion, Monroe, St. Louis, St. Louis City, and Taney counties); and the United States District Courts for the Southern District of Illinois and Eastern and Western Districts of Missouri. Yet, we also recognize the value of resolving cases before trial and assess cases early to resolve cases at the earliest stage possible.

Recognized Leaders.
Our aggressive practice and reputation has attracted some of the largest companies in the United States as clients, including Allstate Insurance Company; American Family Insurance Group; Auto-Owners Insurance; Bed Bath & Beyond; Best Buy, LLP; Bituminous Casualty; Delaware North; Federated Insurance Co.; Founders Insurance Co.; Gallagher Bassett; Garda, Inc.; Harleysville Insurance Group; Hobby Lobby; KinderCare; Leggett & Platt; Michaels Stores, Inc.; Petco; Risk Management Services; Ruby Tuesday; Sedgwick James; Sports Authority; Supervalu; Texas Roadhouse; Wells Fargo; and West Bend Mutual. Our peers also respect and recognize our expertise in our practice. The firm is AV rated and included in the Bar Registry of Preeminent Lawyers in Insurance Defense, Premises Liability and Transportation Law. We are also active members in CLM, DRI, LCA (Litigation Counsel of America), NRRDA, and TLA

Cost-Effective, Client-Centered Focus.
Boggs, Avellino, Lach & Boggs, L.L.C. was formed in 1999 and was a woman-owned law firm from its inception. We are committed to exceeding our clients' expectations through quality legal representation, outstanding client service, and value-added, cost-effective legal services. We are also dedicated to maintaining long-term relationships with our clients. Our firm uses a team approach, with a commitment to communication, to ensure that our clients benefit fully from our collaboration.

Hands-On, Local Touch.
We offer over 25 attorneys with extensive connections in both Missouri and Illinois. Our partners actively manage our cases. Our attorneys are members of many professional groups, including BAMSL, Lawyers' Association of St. Louis, MODL, and the St. Louis County Bar Association, and even serve on the board of preeminent organizations, such as the Women Lawyers' Association of Greater St. Louis. We also routinely serve as faculty members for CLE programs on a local and national basis. One of our firm's strengths is its commitment to the community. In 2005, our firm's managing partner founded Step It Up, a charity committed to providing free shoes and socks to underprivileged children in the local community.

Contact:
Beth C. Boggs, Managing Partner
bboggs@balblawyers.com

Practicing throughout Missouri and Illinois.
- Professional Liability
- Toxic Tort
- Workers’ Compensation
- Subrogation
- Medical Malpractice
- Automobile/Transportation
- Nursing Home Malpractice
- Commercial Litigation
- Insurance Coverage
- Employment Law
- Premises Liability
- Product Liability
- Bad Faith
- Construction Defect
- Negligent Security

Office Locations

9326 Olive Blvd., Suite 200
St. Louis, MO 63132
(314) 726-2310
Coverage Opinion/Litigation

Brooks, Berne & Herndon has significant experience in providing coverage decisions that require decisive recommendations, supported with detailed knowledge of the specific issues in areas disputed and fact gathering acumen. Assisted by specialists and other experts, we can analyze specific issues relating to the cause of loss for coverage determinations and scope of damages. We have significant experience in handling property and vehicular coverage claim evaluations, including evaluations of existing insurance policies and coverages, issues involving applications for insurance coverage, stacking of coverages, and the applicability of certain exclusions.

Insurance Defense

BBH also provides litigation defense for many sectors of the insurance industry and has developed strong relationships by resolving conflicts in a fair, timely and economical manner. We have extensive experience in handling the following types of cases: Coverage Options; Carrier Representation; Automotive / Trucking Insurance Defense; SIU / Fraud Claims; Homeowners' Insurance; First & Third Party Claims; Bad Faith; Indemnity & Subrogation; Property Insurance; defense; and, General Insurance Defense.

Candace Johnson, Esq. is a partner with the firm’s NJ office who possesses extensive experience handling retail, restaurant and hospitality claims. She focuses her practice in the areas of general liability, insurance defense litigation, which includes defense of businesses from claims stemming from trip and falls, dram shop liability, negligent hiring claims, and the multitude of other claims that businesses face in their day to day operations. Ms. Johnson is admitted to the bars of both New York and New Jersey.

Chevon A. Brooks, Esq. is the founder and managing member of Brooks, Berne & Herndon. Chevon concentrates his practice on the defense of property and casualty matters in both federal and state court. Practicing law for fourteen years, Chevon provides extensive appellate experience and valuable insight in handling client matters from inception through trial and appeal. He currently handles insurance coverage, bad faith, excess/umbrella coverage, New York Labor Law, complex construction, municipal liability, products liability, asbestos exposure, motor vehicle, workers’ compensation defense and general negligence cases.
INSURANCE COVERAGE:
Bush Seyferth PLLC (BSP) is a certified women-owned litigation specialty firm with substantial experience in insurance coverage matters. Leading insurers and self-insured companies turn to BSP for advice and representation in a wide variety of coverage disputes, including claims under life, health, disability, long-term care, ERISA, commercial general liability, no-fault auto insurance, and property and casualty policies, among others.

BSP has a track record of winning for our clients on summary judgment motions, at trial, and on appeal. In cases where summary judgment may be precluded by questions of fact or law, or where the circumstances dictate, BSP effectively negotiates settlements that are favorable for our clients.

OTHER INSURANCE-RELATED LITIGATION:
In addition to defending insurers in coverage cases, BSP's attorneys regularly litigate cases involving non-compete and non-solicitation agreements, misappropriation of trade secrets and customer information, agent misconduct and negligence, and claims for commissions. Our attorneys have also successfully represented insurers in cases alleging illegal redlining and wrongful termination of an agent.

INSURANCE EXPERIENCE:
- Bad Faith Litigation
- First-Party Coverage
- Life, Health, Disability, and ERISA
- Accidental-Death Policies
- Annuity Contracts
- Agent Misconduct
- No-Fault Auto Insurance / PIP
- Specialty Lines
- Tort Claims Defense
- GAP Insurance
- Credit Life Insurance
- Premises Liability

REPRESENTATIVE INSURANCE CLIENTS:

ABOUT THE FIRM:
BSP is a national-caliber litigation firm; our attorneys have successfully litigated matters in federal and state courts in over 30 states. BSP blends world-class capabilities with the agility, personal attention and efficiency of a boutique firm. Our high-profile trial experience in state and federal courts includes first-chair insurance and corporate defense work, class actions, and product liability matters.

Our philosophy is simple: We win complex cases, both at trial and on appeal. BSP is unique among law firms because its tireless commitment delivers exceptional litigation results generally associated with larger national firms, while still providing the personal attention and cost efficiency of a smaller firm.

AREAS OF PRACTICE:
BSP TEAM:

The BSP team is led by majority owner, Cheryl A. Bush. Cheryl has won 95.97% of her jury trials. She serves as National Counsel for a major automotive manufacturer, handling catastrophic air bag trials and coordinating discovery throughout the country. Her cases, which have spanned 30 states, often involve high-level nationwide media exposure. She is a Fellow in both the American College of Trial Lawyers and the International Society of Barristers. She has served as faculty at ABOTA Trial College. Cheryl has been honored with the “Breakthrough Award” by the National Association of Women Business Owners, which ranked her among the top 10 women business owners in Michigan. Cheryl is an honors graduate of the University of Michigan Law School and received her Bachelor of Arts at Wayne State University while working as a waitress and working nights at the United States Postal Service.

BSP Member Moheeb H. Murray leads BSP’s insurance-litigation practice and also focuses on complex commercial and construction litigation. He is experienced in matters involving first- and third-party insurance coverage issues, agent misconduct, class actions, covenants not to compete, trade secrets, product liability, and construction, among others. He has successfully represented leading insurers and major companies in trials, arbitrations, and appeals. He has been selected a Michigan Lawyers Weekly Leader in the Law and a Michigan Super Lawyer in Insurance Law. Moheeb has published articles and presented at continuing-education seminars on insurance issues. Moheeb is a past co-chair of NAMWOLF’s Insurance Practice Area Committee, and he is also active in the DRI’s Life, Health, Disability & ERISA Committee, for which he is editor of the Life, Health and Disability Newsletter.


Michael K. Steinberger focuses on complex commercial and insurance litigation. His work has included director and officer insurance coverage disputes, agent misconduct, trademark infringement, trade secret protection, and employment disputes. Before joining BSP, Michael clerked at the Michigan Supreme Court under Justice Brian Zahra. Michael received his J.D., summa cum laude, from the University of Miami School of Law in 2012. There he served as the Executive Editor of the University of Miami Law Review. He received his B.A. in Economics and History from the University of Michigan.

Lena M. Gonzalez focuses her practice on complex commercial and auto-negligence litigation. Trial tested, she has represented corporate and individual clients in state and federal courts. Her background includes work in third-party auto negligence, employment discrimination, contract disputes, and discovery matters. Lena received her J.D., cum laude, from Wayne State University Law School. She was Dean’s Scholar and received several other honors during her exceptional academic career.

CONTACT:

Moheeb H. Murray, murray@bsplaw.com | Cheryl A. Bush, bush@bsplaw.com |
Susan M. McKeever, mckeever@bsplaw.com | Michael K. Steinberger, steinberger@bsplaw.com |
Lena M. Gonzalez, gonzalez@bsplaw.com
Christian Dichter & Sluga, P.C. is a Phoenix-based insurance and litigation firm offering services in Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico. Majority shareholders Gena Sluga and Alison Christian emphasize insurance coverage and bad faith litigation in their practices, while their partners provide decades of complex litigation experience in federal and state courts. Our legal services span a variety of practice areas including insurance law, commercial litigation, professional liability, white-collar criminal defense, securities litigation and banking and finance litigation. Christian Dichter & Sluga, P.C. received a top 2019 ranking by Chambers USA in the Insurance practice area for 2019. The firm, along with its insurance practice group leader, Gena Sluga, are among a select group of firms and lawyers to receive this honor from one of the most highly-regarded services ranking lawyers and law firms. Our lawyers are recognized in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona, Litigation Counsel of America, and in Southwest Super Lawyers in a number of practice areas.* In Arizona Business Magazine’s 2014 feature on the Top 50 Most Influential Women in Arizona Business, Gena Sluga was recognized as one of the Most Influential Women, and Alison Christian was recognized in the Generation Next category. Alison Christian was also named in Arizona Business Magazine’s 2016 feature as one of Arizona’s Most Influential Millennials.

*Gena Sluga, Alison Christian, David Bell and Doug Christian are recognized by Southwest Super Lawyers in the insurance coverage category. J.P. Harrington Bisciglia, Jeff Hutchins, Cara Christian, Lindsey Gray, and Daniel Bernardone are recognized as Rising Stars in the insurance coverage category. Steve Dichter is recognized by Southwest Super Lawyers in the criminal defense: white collar category. Doug Christian is listed in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona, in the insurance law, commercial litigation and personal injury-defendant categories. Steve Dichter is listed in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona, in the commercial litigation, criminal defense — white collar, litigation —banking and finance, and litigation — securities categories. Gena Sluga and Alison Christian are listed in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona, in the litigation — insurance category. Cara Christian is listed in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona in the Ones to Watch List in the commercial litigation and insurance law categories. Gena Sluga is listed in Best Lawyers in America, Arizona, in the insurance law category and is listed as a Top Ranked Attorney in Chambers USA 2019. Doug Christian and J.P. Harrington Bisciglia are Fellows in the Litigation Counsel of America.
CLAYBORNE, SABO & WAGNER LLP

is a certified minority-owned litigation and business transaction law firm located in the St. Louis Metropolitan Area and serving both Illinois and Missouri. Our law firm is comprised of seasoned, diverse practitioners with decades as partners in a national law firm. Our practice is divided into litigation and commercial transactions. Our clients include local, regional and Fortune 500 Corporations such as banks, manufacturers and retailers, transportation companies, public utilities and national insurance companies. We also represent governmental clients such as municipalities and school districts.

Our attorneys have developed highly specialized capabilities in their dedicated practice areas and are recognized by their peers as leaders in their fields.

CLAYBORNE, SABO & WAGNER LLP

Proud member of NAMWOLF
LITIGATION SERVICES
Class Action | Business Litigation | Insurance Defense
Insurance Coverage | Workers' Compensation Defense
Real Estate Litigation | Construction Litigation
Product Liability

CORPORATE SERVICES
Business Formation | Real Estate | Construction

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
Banking & Finance | Insurance | Real Estate Development
Manufacturers and Retailers | Transportation | Public Utilities

525 West Main Street, Suite 105 | Belleville, IL 62220 | 618-239-0187 | 618-416-7556 f

www.cswlawllp.com
Courington, Kiefer, Sommers, Marullo & Matherne, L.L.C. has a solid tradition in insurance defense with the heart and the emphasis of the firm on defending claims in the areas of product liability, mass tort, automobile negligence, workers' compensation, premises liability, construction defects, insurance coverage, bad faith, environmental law, Jones Act, longshore, and trial practice. We measure our success through the loyalty of our clients. In fact, our largest clients have been with the firm since its inception.

**Cost-Effective Representation**

We are dedicated to delivering cost-effective legal services with optimal results. We have a depth of attorney resources to apply when specific fields of expertise are required. The firm has developed an excellent reputation for its trial attorneys and success in trial. We provide not only case analysis, but also estimates and budgets up front, so that our client can determine an appropriate course of action with full knowledge of the costs involved. When in the best interest of the client, we advocate alternative dispute resolution as a cost-effective alternative to litigation.

**Responsive Communication**

The firm stresses open and frequent communications with clients to insure that the services provided meet the clients' expectations. Our billing systems are also flexible, providing the information required in a format and with a frequency that conforms to a client’s preferences. We offer seminars as further means of sharing critical legal information and of providing you with the latest legal developments.

**Experienced Counsel**

Our attorneys have experience and knowledge in litigation, mediation, national and regional case coordination, general business and commercial litigation, products liability litigation, personal injury/auto and trucking defense, mass tort actions, environmental cases, class action proceedings, workers' compensation, longshore, and admiralty claims.

We have tried hundreds of cases to verdict with an impressive track record of results.

What sets us apart is our accessibility. Our hallmark is attentiveness to our clients' needs. Calls are returned on the same business day. Our attorneys' mobile numbers are known to you. We make ourselves available. We are committed to you.
Practice Areas:

- Appellate
- Construction Litigation
- EUO
- Insurance Defense
- Personal Injury
- Premises Liability
- Product Liability
- Property and Casualty
- SIU
- Small Business Litigation
- Wrongful Death
- 1st Party & 3rd Party Claims

About the Firm:

Curtin Law, LLC is celebrating its 11th year as a woman-owned law firm. We are experienced litigators who actively engage in jury trials, appellate and federal practice. The focus of our practice is in tort and small business defense litigation. Representing a variety of national insurers and retailers, we defend first and third-party claims, draft legal opinion letters, conduct insurance coverage analysis, declaratory judgment actions, and handle all matters relating to SIU. We communicate regularly with clients and are conscious of escalating litigation costs, thereby necessitating a philosophical approach that attempts to bring the litigation to a conclusion at the lowest cost to the client.

Certifications:

- National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF)
- Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC)

Diversity:

Our firm is composed of individuals from backgrounds that vary by race, ethnicity, social background, religion, gender, and age. We support other woman and minority owned businesses in our day to day operations.

Contact:

- Cynthia K. Curtin, ccurtin@curtinlawfirm.com, (330) 376-7245

www.curtinlawfirm.com
OUR PARTNERS

Michelle d’Arcambal: New York office. Ms. d’Arcambal has more than twenty-five years of experience defending companies in all aspects of commercial litigation, including banking fidelity bonds, mortgage, and other financial products litigation. She has handled many and varied matters relating to life, health, and disability litigation since 1994. Ms. d’Arcambal developed a unique understanding of corporations and their businesses while working in the Legal Department of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. At MetLife, she defended the company in nationwide class actions relating to allegations concerning the sale of individual life insurance products in connection with the “vanishing premium” litigation. Ms. d’Arcambal also defended the company in group life, health, and disability matters, supervised outside counsel nationwide, and advised business clients regarding pre-litigation issues.

Jodie Ousley: New York office. Ms. Ousley has a diverse commercial litigation background that includes life, health and disability product and plan litigation as well as fraud investigation and litigation. She has represented companies in actions against providers, insureds, and plan members regarding fraudulent claims for benefits. In addition, she successfully represented the interests of financial institutions in federal actions involving fraud, negligence, and ADA and DTPA claims. Ms. Ousley began her legal career in New York City as an examining attorney for the Public Assistance and Grants Unit of the New York City Department of Investigation (DOI). While with DOI, Ms. Ousley investigated and referred for prosecution cases of fraud, corruption and unethical conduct by city employees, contractors, and others who received city funds. Ms. Ousley also represents hotels and hospitality companies in connection with building and fire code violations.

Jaclyn DiLascio Malyk: New Jersey office. Ms. Malyk is licensed to practice in the state and federal courts of New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Ms. Malyk focuses her practice on insurance law, including life, health, and disability litigation, other insurance coverage litigation and insurance products regulation, general contract litigation, and tort defense. Ms. Malyk gained invaluable experience during her tenure in the in-house law department of a Fortune 100 life insurance company. Ms. Malyk continues to give advice on state insurance and annuities regulations in connection with the development of new lines of insurance business and the operation of existing lines. Ms. Malyk further advises on litigation readiness, and has been instrumental in fostering program-wide proactive approaches to discovery to increase success and cost-effectiveness.

Kimberly A. O’Toole: New York office. Ms. O’Toole has practiced for sixteen years. Among matters at DO&CB, she has defended insurance companies in life insurance matters involving allegations of bad faith. She represents financial service companies in contested foreclosure matters and she defends hotel clients in various civil and criminal matters relating to violations and complaints issued by the FDNY and ECB. In addition, she managed e-discovery in response to a third party subpoena issued in a securities class action matter. Ms. O’Toole previously practiced law for more than six years as a litigator with Shearman & Sterling, representing financial institutions in complex civil litigations and for two years as a transactional real estate attorney in solo practice. She graduated cum laude from Georgetown’s Law Center in 1991, where she was a Notes and Comments Editor on the Georgetown Law Review, and graduated summa cum laude from Georgetown University’s McDonough School of Business in 1988.

Nada Maalouf Peters: New Jersey office. Ms. Peters’s practice focuses on life, health, and disability litigation, including ERISA, insurance coverage and other commercial litigation and tort defense litigation and products liability. Prior to joining DO&CB in 2007, Ms. Peters worked in the litigation department at Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP, where she was centrally involved in a two-year internal investigation of Fannie Mae. Ms. Peters is licensed to practice in New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania.
EMILE BANKS & ASSOCIATES, LLC
Attorneys at Law

Vicki L. Arrowood
Timothy L. Baldwin
Emile H. Banks, Jr.
Thomas J. Donnelly
L. Nicole Kintop
Jonathan M. Ray
Brenda M. S. Riveceau
Ellen L. Spahr
Karri E. Zwicker

1200 North Mayfair Road, Suite 290
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226

Telephone: (414) 777-0000
Facsimile: (414) 777-0090

Debra K. Albert, Paralegal
Susan E. Holtzman, Paralegal
LaVina T. Melby, Paralegal

CONTACT: Emile H. Banks, Jr., emile@emilebankslaw.com; www.lawyers.com/emile

ABOUT THE FIRM: Emile Banks & Associates, LLC is a Milwaukee defense firm with nine attorneys having over 200 combined years of experience in courtrooms throughout Wisconsin. The firm was founded in 1999 to provide clients with high-quality, cost-effective legal services. The firm’s principal, Emile H. Banks, Jr., is a Fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, one of the premier legal associations in the United States. Fellowship in the College is extended by invitation only, comprising the top 1% of trial lawyers in United States and Canada. Emile is also a member of the International Association of Defense Counsel, the oldest and most prestigious international organization of attorneys representing corporations and insurers. Membership in the IADC is a select privilege and also by invitation only. Emile has also been selected as a Super Lawyer from 2005-2008, including being listed as one of the Top 50 Attorneys in Wisconsin in 2008.

The goal of Emile Banks & Associates, LLC is to achieve the best possible results for clients at a fair cost. The firm believes that early, aggressive and thorough preparation is essential, along with innovation and creativity during the litigation process in order to achieve positive results.

The firm believes in vigorous advocacy on behalf of its clients. Through experience, the firm has found that mediation, arbitration and other creative forms of alternative dispute resolution are effective and economical ways of resolving certain disputes. The firm’s reputation for high quality legal representation and skilled trial practice often enables it to secure favorable pre-trial settlements for its clients. However, once a decision has been made to try a case, the firm is willing to do so at any time and at any location. The firm is known for its aggressive and well-prepared trial attorneys, and opposing litigators know there is a strong likelihood Emile Banks & Associates, LLC will prevail at trial.

AREAS OF PRACTICE: Emile Banks & Associates, LLC has provided trial and appellate representation in virtually every area of commercial and civil practice, including product liability, auto accident liability, professional liability, medical malpractice, transportation, building construction, premises liability, inland marine, employment law, fire and explosions, environmental impairment, toxic torts, insurance, municipal law, school law, contract interpretation and claims disputes. In addition, our firm advises insurance company clients on risk assessment and management, coverage opinions and insurance code compliance.

FIRM DEMOGRAPHICS AND GEOGRAPHIC PRACTICE AREA: The only principal of Emile Banks & Associates, LLC, since being established in 1999, is Emile H. Banks, Jr., who is African-American. Each of the firm’s attorneys practices in state and federal courts across Wisconsin. One of the firm’s attorneys is also licensed to practice in Illinois and another in California.

Emile H. Banks, Jr. (Senior Partner) born Chicago, Illinois, February 2, 1959; admitted to bar, 1984, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern and Western Districts of Wisconsin. **Education:** Cardinal Stritch College (B.A., 1981); Ohio Northern University, (J.D., 1984). Phi Alpha Delta. Associate Research Editor Ohio Northern Law Review, 1982-1983. Super Lawyer for Wisconsin, 2005-2009 (top 50, 2008-2009). Member, Supreme Court of Wisconsin Board of Attorney Professional Responsibility. Board Member, State Bar of Wisconsin Litigation Section. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin, (Member, Chief Judge Subcommittee on Juror Treatment and Selection); American Bar Association; Wisconsin Association of Minority Attorneys; Civil Defense Counsel of Wisconsin; Defense Research Institute: International Association of Defense Counsel; National Association of Bond Lawyers; National Association of Minority & Women Owned Law Firms; Council on Litigation Management. Fellow: American College of Trial Lawyers; Litigation Counsel of America; ABOTA; Council on Litigation Management. **Practice Areas:** Insurance Litigation; Negligence Law; Insurance Coverage law; Product Liability Law; Corporate Law; Personal Injury Litigation; Environmental Law; Medical Malpractice Defense; Securities Litigation; Transportation Law; Employment Law. **Email:** emile@emilebankslaw.com

Thomas J. Donnelly (Partner) born Detroit, Michigan, June 5, 1970; admitted to bar, 1995, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern and Western Districts of Wisconsin. **Education:** Northwestern University (BA, Economics, with honors, 1992); Marquette University (J.D., 1995). **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin. **Practice Areas:** Insurance Defense. **Email:** tomi@emilebankslaw.com

Vicki L. Arrowood (Associate) born Milwaukee, Wisconsin, February 25, 1960; admitted to bar, 1986, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern and Western Districts of Wisconsin. **Education:** University of Wisconsin-Madison (BA, with distinction, 1982); Marquette University (J.D., 1986). Delta ThetaPhi. Member, National Moot Court Team. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin; Civil Trial Counsel of Wisconsin. **Practice Areas:** Litigation; Insurance Coverage Law; Appellate Practice; Medical Malpractice Defense. **Email:** vicki@emilebankslaw.com

Denise M. Harron (Associate) born Pennsylvania, 1960; admitted to bar, 1988, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern and Western Districts of Wisconsin. **Education:** Marquette University (B.S.N., 1982; J.D., 1988). Registered Professional Nurse; Police Commissioner for Whitefish Bay, WI (2002-Present); Supervising Attorney, Marquette University Law School Mediation Clinic, Milwaukee County Circuit Court, 1999-present; Supervising Attorney, Marquette University Law School's Alternative Dispute Resolution Programs, 1999; Certified National Arbitrator for Better Business Bureau's AutoLine Program, 2001-2003; Managed review of complex medical records for HEDIS Audit for Outcomes, Inc. 2004; Frequent Lecturer/Presenter to Incarcerated Inmates: State of Wisconsin, Department of Corrections, Conflict Resolution for Inmates in Maximum Security, 1999-Present, Green Bay Correctional Facility, Green Bay, WI; Frequent Writer/Lecturer on Interpreting Medical Records in Complex Litigation, Mediation/Conflict Resolution and Worker's Compensation Matters. Wisconsin Association of Mediators, Wisconsin Nurses Association. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin. **Practice Areas:** Workers Compensation; Litigation. **Email:** denise@emilebankslaw.com

Jonathan M. Ray (Associate) born Libertyville, Illinois, July 4, 1961; admitted to bar, 1986, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern and Western Districts of Wisconsin. **Education:** Luther College (B.A., magna cum laude, 1983), Phi Beta Kappa; University of Wisconsin-Madison (J.D., 1986). Phi Beta Kappa. Inhouse Attorney, Allstate, 1991-2000. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin. **Practice Areas:** Litigation; Insurance Coverage; Corporate Law; School Law. **Email:** jon@emilebankslaw.com

Ellen L. Spahr (Associate) born Milwaukee, Wisconsin, December 12, 1958; admitted to bar, 1985, Illinois, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Illinois and U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Wisconsin; 2006, Wisconsin. **Education:** University of Wisconsin-Platteville (B.A., cum laude, 1981, Phi Eta Sigma; Alpha Lambda Delta); John Marshall Law School (J.D., 1984). Member, Moot Court Executive Board. Listed, Super Lawyer for Illinois, 2007. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin; Illinois Trial Lawyers Association; Illinois Defense Council; Chicago Bar Association. **Practice Areas:** Insurance Litigation; Negligence Law; Insurance Coverage Law; Product Liability Law; Corporate Law; Personal Injury Litigation; Environmental Law; Securities Litigation; Transportation Law; Employment Law. **Email:** ellen@emilebankslaw.com

Brenda M.S. Rivecca (Associate) born Ellendale, North Dakota. October 21, 1976; admitted to bar, 2005, Wisconsin and California. **Education:** University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire (B.BA, cum laude, 1999); California Western School of Law (J.D., 2004). **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin; State Bar of California; Milwaukee Bar Association; Association of Women Attorneys. **Practice Areas:** Insurance Defense Litigation. **Email:** brenda@emilebankslaw.com

L. Nicole Kintop (Associate) born Milwaukee, Wisconsin, March 4, 1980; admitted to bar, 2005, Wisconsin. **Education:** Lane College (B.A., valedictorian, 2000); William Mitchell College of Law (J.D., 2004). Real Estate Broker, Wisconsin, 2006. Member, National Association of Realtors; Wisconsin Realtors Association; Greater Milwaukee Association of Realtors. **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin; American Bar Association; National Association of Bond Lawyers; Wisconsin Association of African-American Lawyers; NAIOP, Commercial Real Estate Development Association. **Practice Areas:** Public Finance; Insurance Defense; Real Estate; Personal Injury; Subrogation. **Email:** nicole@emilebankslaw.com

Karri E. Zwicker (Associate) born Milwaukee, Wisconsin, October 30, 1974; admitted to bar, 2002, Wisconsin and U.S. District Court, Eastern District of Wisconsin; 2004, U.S. District Court, Western District of Wisconsin. **Education:** Marquette University (B.A., 1998; J.D., 2002). **Member:** State Bar of Wisconsin. **Practice Areas:** Insurance Defense. **Email:** karri@emilebankslaw.com
COMMITTED • EXPERIENCED • FOCUSED

ABOUT THE FIRM

Since 1987, the attorneys at Fields & Brown have been committed to providing aggressive legal representation with cost-effective solutions. Fields & Brown is the oldest and largest minority-owned law firm in the Kansas City metropolitan area. The Firm represents clients in both Kansas and Missouri, utilizing over 150 years of combined legal experience. The Firm has attained a peer reviewed Legal Ability Rating of “AV” Preeminent through the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory.

WHY CHOOSE FIELDS & BROWN

- Our attorneys are seasoned litigators who have tried more than 100 jury trials, many more bench trials, and conducted countless mediations, administrative hearings, and arbitrations.
- We take time to learn the unique and peculiar challenges of each client’s industry at our own expense.
- We believe the interests of our clients are best served by diverse, talented attorneys, paralegals, and legal assistants who pursue strong advocacy and maintain high standards of professional conduct.
- Over the past 28 years, Fields & Brown has built a reputation of integrity and credibility with our clients, colleagues and the judiciary.

PRACTICE AREAS

- Employment Defense
- Commercial Litigation
- Insurance Defense
- Workers’ Compensation Defense
- Financial Services

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS

AMERICAN FAMILY INSURANCE GROUP

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

GENERAL MOTORS CO.

INGREDION, INC.

LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE

MARKEL AMERICAN INSURANCE

PETCO ANIMAL SUPPLIES INC.

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

THE KROGER COMPANY

WALMART STORES, INC.

Contact Us:
1100 Main Street, Suite 1600
Kansas City, MO 64105
Tel: (816) 474-1700
Fax: (816) 421-6239
www.fieldsandbrown.com

Taylor Fields: tfields@fieldsandbrown.com
Charles Brown: cbrown@fieldsandbrown.com
J. David Bowers: dbowers@fieldsandbrown.com
Carla Fields Johnson: cfields@fieldsandbrown.com

NAMWOLF
ABOUT THE FIRM

Attorneys at Fields & Brown have significant experience and skill in defending automobile personal injury, premise liability, products liability and workers’ compensation matters. The firm currently defends on a significant number of personal injury and premises liability claims, as well as vexatious refusal claims. The firm also handles a significant number of workers’ compensation claims managed through various claims agencies and insurers such as Sedgwick CMS, GAB Robins North America, Thomas McGee, L.C., Underwriters Safety & Claims, Inc., Travelers, and one of the largest retailers in the world.

Taylor Fields and Charles R. Brown collectively have over 70 years of experience litigating personal injury, premises liability and workers’ compensation claims. The firm presently represents the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA), General Motors Corporation, Missouri Department of Transportation, Missouri Highway Commission, Petco Animal Supplies, Inc, The Prudential Insurance Company of America, The Kroger Company and one of the world’s largest retailers in defense of insurance and workers’ compensation matters.

SENIOR ATTORNEY BIOGRAPHIES

Taylor Fields is a member and the managing director of Fields & Brown, LLC. For the past 25 years, Taylor Fields has served as chief employment law counsel to the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority. He received his B.S. in chemical engineering from the University of Missouri-Columbia in 1967 and his J.D. from the University of Missouri-Kansas City in 1971. Mr. Fields was a 2003 recipient of the Deans of the Trial Bar award presented by the Kansas City Bar Association, and was honored as recipient of the Lewis Clymer Award for outstanding service to the legal community and was named by the Kansas City Magazine as a “Super Lawyer.” Only five percent of the lawyers in Missouri and Kansas receive this honor.

Charles Brown is a member and senior partner of Fields & Brown, LLC. Mr. Brown manages the workers’ compensation and insurance defense section for the firm. As such, he is responsible for overseeing more than 200 open workers’ compensation and personal injury matters. During his career he has successfully tried over 75 jury trials to verdict and conducted numerous workers’ compensation hearings. He graduated cum laude with a B.A. in Business Administration and Economics from Graceland University in 1973 and he received his J.D. from the University of Iowa School of Law in 1976.

J. David Bowers is a partner with Fields & Brown, LLC and joined the firm in 1995. Mr. Bowers has extensive trial experience in the areas of employment law, premises liability, products liability and personal injury defense. Mr. Bowers has conducted over 30 jury trials to verdict and numerous bench trials and administrative hearings in his career. Mr. Bowers obtained his B.A. in Economics and Political Science from Missouri State University in 1980 and his J.D. from Washington University in 1983.

Carla Fields Johnson is a partner with Fields & Brown, LLC and is admitted to the bar in Missouri and Kansas. Ms. Johnson joined the firm in 1995. She has extensive experience in defending workers’ compensation and personal injury matters. Ms. Johnson manages the General Motors Kansas matters handled by the firm. She also represents several clients in premises liability claims. Ms. Johnson serves as Vice Chairperson of NAMWOLF and is the organization’s past Treasurer. Ms. Johnson is also a member of the National Bar Association where she served as a past board member. She is a past President of the Jackson County Bar Association. In 2006 she was recognized by Ingram’s magazine as one of Kansas City’s top 40 individuals under the age of 40.
TAILORED IN OUR APPROACH

CORPORATE DEFENSE
TORT LITIGATION
MEDIATIONS
PREMISES LIABILITY
INVESTIGATIONS

2007-2017

PROFESSIONAL NEGLIGENCE
FAMILY LAW
PRODUCT LIABILITY
EMPLOYMENT LAW

Gaffney Lewis & Edwards
A DECADE OF EXCELLENCE

GLElawfirm.com • 803-790-8838 • Columbia & Charleston SC

NAMWOLF INSURANCE PRACTICE AREA COMMITTEE

Certified Women's Business Enterprise
Gaffney Lewis & Edwards

YOUR BUSINESS IS OUR BUSINESS

It takes more than knowledge of the law to defend a business against a customer’s claim. The attorneys at Gaffney Lewis & Edwards have experience defending corporations and business owners in cases alleging premises liability, products liability, professional negligence, and other personal injury and property-related claims.

With offices in Columbia and Charleston, South Carolina, the firm is strategically located to represent clients statewide. Working throughout South Carolina, our lawyers are keenly aware of the distinctions in the various venues in the state and this experience aids us in assessing each matter with the client’s interest in mind. Our lawyers conduct thorough investigations of the facts surrounding each claim, we assess the strength of the opposition, and evaluate the credibility of evidence to recommend the best course of action to protect the client’s interests and bring each matter toward an efficient resolution.

The firm holds an AV rating with Martindale-Hubbell and our attorneys have been individually recognized for numerous achievements, in the legal and local communities. Two of our attorneys are certified mediators with experience mediating complex cases statewide.

We know that every client is unique. At Gaffney Lewis & Edwards we are committed to having a thorough understanding of each client’s business and its goals when facing the prospect of litigation. Our legal representation of any matter is based on this knowledge and the specific situation. We provide balanced, efficient, and economical representation, because YOUR BUSINESS is OUR BUSINESS.

GLElawfirm.com  •  803 790-8838  •  Columbia & Charleston SC
INSURANCE

INSURANCE DEFENSE
Our team has extensive experience representing insurance companies in coverage matters including declaratory judgment actions establishing that insureds did not meet the requirements for coverage due to fraud. We routinely represent insureds in litigation, arbitration and mediation. We have successfully defended individual and class action claims arising out of alleged personal injury and wrongful death. We have also provided coverage opinions to insurance companies, interpreting the terms of the applicable insurance policy and opining whether a particular occurrence is covered by the insurance policy. We represent the Pennsylvania Insurance Department pursuant to the Medical Care Availability and Reduction of Error Fund ("Mcare"), where we defend physicians, hospitals or other health care providers covered by the Mcare Act in serious, often catastrophic, medical malpractice matters. We have also represented clients (both ceding companies and reinsurers) in reinsurance matters, including reinsurance coverage and set-off matters, general liquidation matters and resolution of claims against estates.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
During the course of practicing law, attorneys will inevitably be faced with defending a claim related to their professional representation or other conduct. These ethics-related claims can take many forms such as a motion for sanctions, a disqualification motion, a professional negligence claim, a breach of contract claim, a disparaging online review or a report to a disciplinary board. Many of these situations can be avoided through proactive ethics and professional responsibility practices. We provide advice and formal opinions to law firms of all sizes on the application of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, including conflict of interest issues, contacts with unrepresented parties, disclosure obligations to the court and others, and the ethics rules that apply when lawyers change firms. We also have significant experience defending cases alleging professional negligence and related ethics violations. We understand the financial and reputational risks that accompany such claims, so we handle defense strategy with discretion and care.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Our team is dedicated to helping clients navigate the often complex web of rules, statutes, and policies that determine liability and risk when a workplace injury occurs. Our attorneys have successfully defended claims regarding occupational disease - including COVID-19 claims, specific loss, fatality, and aggravation injury, among others. We zealously represent employers (even those who are uninsured), insurers, and self-insured entities in all levels of litigation. We have earned a reputation as a firm who can competently handle multipart, intricate matters involving insurance coverage issues and statutory employer schemes. Our clients come from a broad array of industries, including manufacturing, education, government, and non-profits.

We are intimately familiar with the provisions of the Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Act and the Administrative Rules of Practice and Procedure. We have extensive experience with and knowledge of practices and procedures before judges and appellate courts throughout Pennsylvania. Additionally, our Workers’ Compensation team works in tandem with the Employment practice at the Firm. This allows our attorneys to work across related areas of Employment Law and Workers’ Compensation, such as light-duty accommodations, compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”), employment termination, fringe benefits, and employer drug testing policies.

Griesing Law, LLC is a full-service, women-owned and operated law firm based in Philadelphia with satellite offices in Arizona, New York, and Ohio. We represent Fortune 500 corporations, government entities, closely-held companies, non-profits, and individuals in alternative dispute resolution, commercial litigation, corporate transactions and compliance, employment, ethics and professional responsibility, government and regulatory affairs, hospitality, trusts and estates, and workers’ compensation matters. We also provide diversity and inclusion training to our clients. Our lawyers are licensed to practice in AZ, DC, FL, KY, NJ, NY, OH, PA, and SC.
BEING DIFFERENT inspires us

Our attorneys are... AV® RATED | BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TRIAL LAWYERS | FL. SUPER LAWYERS | FL. LEGAL ELITE

Our firm is... MINORITY CERTIFIED | TOP TEN LAWYERS IN NATION | ONE OF THE MOST DIVERSE LAW FIRMS IN S. FLORIDA

Proud members of... TOP 100 HIGH STAKES LITIGATORS® | BEST LAWYERS® | FDCC | IADC

AREAS OF expertise

Admiralty & Maritime
Appellate
Commercial Litigation
Corporate
Governmental
Hospitality
Insurance
Insurance Fraud & S.i.u.
Intellectual Property
Labor & Employment Defense
Legal Malpractice Defense
Medical Malpractice Defense
Negligent Security
Personal Injury Defense
Premises Liability
Product Liability
Professional Liability Defense
Property & Casualty
Subrogation
Transportation

OUR firm

Hamilton, Miller & Birthsel, L.L.P, with its over 50 lawyers, is an AV® rated minority certified trial law firm representing clients through the United States and the Caribbean in state and federal courts. We are a highly specialized, boutique firm serving major domestic and international insurers and mid-sized to Fortune 500 corporations. Our attorneys have the legal knowledge and experience to defend our clients from a position of strength, settling a dispute when in our client’s best interests to do so, or aggressively litigating the matter through trial and appeal. Our approach means efficient case management where claims are evaluated quickly and clients are provided with the most cost effective path to resolution.

contact

JERRY D. HAMILTON
Managing Partner
jhamilton@hamiltonmillerlaw.com
305-379-3686
hamiltonmillerlaw.com
Who We Are

Since 1924, the attorneys at Hill Hill Carter have been committed to providing aggressive legal representation with cost-effective solutions. We have represented a myriad of insurers and insureds in litigation ranging from constitutional and regulatory issues to extra-contractual litigation, bad faith, fraud, and claims defense. We also provide coverage opinions regarding coverage issues and file or defend declaratory judgment actions if needed. Our main office is centrally located in Montgomery, Alabama with satellite offices in Birmingham, Alabama, Fairhope, Alabama, and Louisville, Kentucky.

Our Approach

We bring commitment and creativity to every matter we undertake. We work closely with each client to make sure the strategy in each case is tailored to the desired outcome. By combining our knowledge of the underlying substantive issues and law with a thorough understanding of each client's business needs, we achieve superior results. We measure our success by the success of our clients.

Contact

For more information, please call our NAMWOLF firm contact Felicia Long, Esq. at 334.834.7600.

-Alabama NAMWOLF Law Firm!
Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates is a woman-owned firm providing cost-effective solutions for your legal needs through litigation and alternative dispute resolution methods throughout the State of Alaska. Our firm has the depth and experience to assist you whether you require representation in litigation or consultation on a criminal matter.

We understand the importance of maintaining communication so that our clients understand the process and status of litigation. We are known for trial practice excellence, as well as for settling matters early if the case calls for it. Our trial focus is in first and third-party insurance defense cases, criminal defense, bad faith defense, and professional liability defense. We also have an active practice in insurance coverage analysis and investigations in arson, fraud and misrepresentation claims.

With the level of experience of our attorneys and staff, we have sufficient depth to handle all cases regardless of complexity. Through this level of experience, credibility with the court and opposing counsel, and direct accountability at the highest levels, Hozubin, Moberly, Lynch & Associates strives to provide the most efficient, effective legal services to each individual client. We offer the following services:

* Insurance Coverage
* Homeowners
* Automobile
* Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Defense
* Extra-Contractual/Bad Faith Defense
* Premises Liability
* Commercial General Liability

* Arson, Fraud and Misrepresentation Investigations
* Professional Liability
* Medical Malpractice
* Civil Defense
* Products Liability Defense
* Agent and Broker Liability
* Municipal Defense
J. Selmer Law, P.A. (JSL) is a defense litigation law firm with 35 years’ experience representing Fortune 500 clients. We are problem-solvers and specialists in:

- Product Liability
- Commercial General Liability
- Directors and Officers
- Errors and Omissions
- Public Law
- Premises Liability
- Property Damage
- Auto Liability
- No Fault Auto (PIP)
- First Party Claims
- Commercial Litigation
- Employment Law, Investigations
- School Law
- Coverage

JSL attorneys skillfully navigate insurers and their insureds through complex matters in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North Dakota and South Dakota.

JSL possesses the Martindale-Hubbell AV Preeminent Rating, is a member of the prestigious Claims and Litigation Management Alliance (CLM), a member of the Defense Research Institute (DRI), and a preeminent member of NAMWOLF.

CONTACT
James Selmer, Managing Partner
P: (612) 338-6005
E: jselmer@jselmerlaw.com
www.jselmerlaw.com
ABOUT THE FIRM: Called a “Big Gun” and “High Profile” by the San Francisco Chronicle and the Recorder, and a “Top Law Firm” by the National Law Journal, Lafayette & Kumagai LLP is a minority-owned boutique litigation firm that specializes in business torts, employment, complex litigation and trials. Founded in 1994, the firm has earned a reputation for excellence and for providing strong advocacy. Headed by a core of seasoned litigators, the firm has handled a number of high-profile and high-exposure cases on behalf of corporate and public entity clients and is frequently contacted to take over cases from other firms, particularly cases that appear headed for trial. The firm utilizes a full range of litigation approaches to resolving cases, including mediations and other methods of early dispute resolution.

Lafayette & Kumagai received the 2011 Minority-Owned Law Firm Client Service Award, presented by the California Minority Counsel Program for outstanding client service. The firm was named by clients as an Honor Roll firm in Complex Commercial Litigation and Complex Employment Litigation in BTI Litigation Outlook 2019: Changes, Trends and Opportunities for Law Firms. The firm has been listed in “Litigation Kings” and in “Who Represents America’s Biggest Companies?” in Corporate Counsel magazine’s annual report on the law firms most used by the Fortune 100.

INSURANCE INDUSTRY PRACTICE: Lafayette & Kumagai LLP handles insurance defense work on behalf of both insurance carriers and insurance policy holders, in matters including product liability and employment litigation. The firm’s attorneys have substantial experience handling cases involving insurance law, including insurance coverage and bad faith claims. Lafayette & Kumagai represents several clients in the insurance industry, including the Prudential Insurance Company of America, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, Aetna Life Insurance Company, The Hartford, New York Life Insurance Company and Sedgwick Claims Management Services.

AREAS OF PRACTICE: Labor and Employment Litigation; ERISA Litigation; Insurance Bad Faith; Commercial Litigation; Trial Practice; Appellate Practice; Toxic Tort; Product Liability; Environmental Litigation; Class Actions

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS: Aetna Life Insurance Company; AT&T Services, Inc.; CalPERS; CBS Broadcasting, Inc.; The Coca-Cola Company; Comcast Cable; Denny’s, Inc.; DirecTV Group, Inc.; E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company; Facebook, Inc.; GlaxoSmithKline; Home Depot; Johnson & Johnson; Macy’s, Inc.; McDonald’s; McKesson Corporation; Microsoft Corporation; MTV Network; Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company; Pacific Bell Telephone Company; Pacific Gas and Electric Company; PBF Energy; Prudential Insurance Company of America; Sedgwick Claims Management Services; Shell Oil Company; The Hartford; United Continental Holdings, Inc.; United Parcel Service, Inc.; Viacom, Inc.; and Xerox Corporation.
A founding partner of Lafayette & Kumagai LLP, Gary T. Lafayette graduated from Dartmouth College and received his J.D. from the University of California at Berkeley, School of Law (Boalt Hall). Mr. Lafayette has an AV Preeminent rating from Martindale-Hubbell, serves as a member of the Executive Committee of the National Employment Law Council. He previously served as a member of the NAMWOLF Board of Directors and was a founding co-chair of the NAMWOLF Trials Practice Area Committee. A highly regarded trial attorney, Mr. Lafayette has tried in excess of thirty cases to verdict. Twenty-three of his cases have resulted in published opinions, including a significant Supreme Court housing case, *HUD v. Rucker*, 535 U.S. 125 (2002).

Mr. Lafayette received the 2002 *California Lawyer* of the Year Award and the Charles Houston Bar Association Clinton W. White Advocacy Award. Mr. Lafayette is a Fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America and has been recognized in the Northern California Super Lawyers® list for fifteen years. Mr. Lafayette’s recent speaking engagements include “The New Age of Privacy: GDPR,” 2018 NAMWOLF Annual Meeting; “Winning the Certification Battle,” ACI’s Advanced Forum on Wage & Hour Claims and Class Actions; and “This Is #METOO,” National Employment Law Council Silicon Valley Regional Conference.

Susan T. Kumagai graduated from the University of California at Berkeley and the University of California at Davis School of Law (King Hall). Ms. Kumagai heads the labor and employment department of the firm and has extensive experience practicing in both federal and state courts. She specializes in labor and employment representing management in the areas of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, whistle-blower, wrongful discharge claims and ERISA.

Susan T. Kumagai was inducted to the California Minority Counsel Program (“CMCP”) Diversity Leader Hall of Fame in 2015, in recognition of her contributions to diversity in the legal profession and long-term involvement in the organization. She previously served as a member of the Board of Directors of the Bar Association of San Francisco and as a member of its Nominating and Judiciary Committees. Ms. Kumagai is an active member of the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association Solo/Small Firm Committee. She has been recognized in the Northern California Super Lawyers list for 2009 through 2020 and has an AV Preeminent rating from Martindale-Hubbell. She is a frequent speaker for such organizations as the California Continuing Education of the Bar, NAMWOLF, the National Employment Law Council, CMCP and the Minority Corporate Counsel Association.

Brian H. Chun graduated from Stanford University in 1997 and earned his Juris Doctorate in 2001 from Northwestern University. Prior to joining Lafayette & Kumagai, Mr. Chun practiced complex commercial litigation at Bingham McCutchen LLP in San Francisco. His current practice focuses on representing Fortune 500 companies in civil litigation matters with an emphasis on employment law. Mr. Chun has been recognized in the Northern California Rising Stars® list. He is a member of the Bar Association of San Francisco, the Asian American Bar Association of the Greater Bay Area and the Korean American Bar Association of Northern California.
Founded in 2016 by two former BigLaw partners, Lawrence & Bundy’s value proposition is clear – leveraging our authentic diversity to combine the sophistication, depth, and rigor of a large law firm with nimble and agile client service. Lawrence & Bundy is a litigation firm with a breadth of experience representing and advising clients across a wide spectrum of industries. The foundation of our firm’s success starts with a deep investment in the attorney-client relationship. We dedicate extensive time and resources to understanding our clients’ problems and addressing their challenges with real-world solutions.

ALLEGRA LAWRENCE-HARDY has more than two decades of experience including law firm management, national practice group leadership, and as a trusted counselor and advisor to senior business leaders. Allegra focuses her practice on Business and Commercial Litigation, Labor and Employment, and Crisis Management. She has successfully defended Fortune 100 companies, public entities, and non-profit organizations throughout the United States and abroad in numerous trials, arbitrations and other forms of alternative dispute resolution. Allegra is known for her skill in trying cases, negotiating complex settlements and finding creative solutions. Allegra also helps develop processes as a means of leveraging legal work to drive business objectives for improving the efficiency and delivery of legal services.

THOMAS R. BUNDY, III brings a wide range of first-chair practice experience to a variety of complex commercial litigation matters, including class and collective actions. Thomas has successfully advised Fortune 500 companies across the country in numerous trials, arbitrations and alternative forms of dispute resolution. His practice spans the spectrum of litigation areas, including Labor and Employment, Real Estate, Government Contracts, Privacy Law, Product Liability and Insurance Coverage Disputes.

PRACTICE AREAS:

- Labor & Employment
- Complex Commercial Litigation
- Internal Investigations
- Education
- Crisis Management
- Election Law
- Insurance Advice & Representation
- Intellectual Property
- Strategic Inclusion Services
Team

Leslie Bryan  
Counsel  
404-400-3338  
leslie.bryan@lawrencebundy.com

Lovita Tandy  
Counsel  
404-400-3337  
lovita.tandy@lawrencebundy.com

Lisa Haldar  
Attorney  
404-400-3348  
lisa.haldar@lawrencebundy.com

Katherine Kendricks  
Attorney  
404-400-3343  
katherine.kendricks@lawrencebundy.com

Maia Cogen  
Attorney  
404-400-3346  
maia.cogen@lawrencebundy.com

Suzanne Williams  
Attorney  
404-400-9999  
suzanne.williams@lawrencebundy.com

Kathy Glennon  
Attorney  
404-400-3349  
kathy.glennon@lawrencebundy.com

Rod Ganske  
Attorney  
404-400-3350  
rod.ganske@lawrencebundy.com

Cicely Barber  
Executive Director  
404-400-3347  
cicely.barber@lawrencebundy.com

Pascha Shepard  
Legal Specialist  
404-566-8026  
pascha.shepard@lawrencebundy.com

Heather Snyder  
Legal Paralegal  
204-972-1268  
heather.snyder@lawrencebundy.com

Zoe Brown  
Executive Assistant  
404-400-3341  
zoe.brown@lawrencebundy.com

1180 West Peachtree Street, Suite 1650, Atlanta, GA 30309  
404-400-3350 | 404-609-2504

8115 Maple Lawn Boulevard, Suite 350, Fulton, MD 20759  
240-786-4998 | 240-786-4501

Washington, D.C.
MAGDICH LAW is a Michigan-based, woman-owned law firm specializing in Insurance Defense and Corporate Litigation in State and Federal Courts. Our attorneys have the expertise to defend our clients aggressively and efficiently. We resolve matters when it is in our client’s best interest, yet we are proven trial attorneys, who are ready, willing and able to take a matter to trial or through the appellate process. We provide superior, yet personalized service in a wide variety of civil litigation matters for insurance companies, their insureds, national health care systems and small to mid-sized businesses and corporations. MAGDICH LAW attorneys handle matters in State and Federal court. Our attorneys utilize technology in the presentation of trials so juries can see the evidence being discussed in real time. Having tried many cases throughout the State of Michigan, we are well known by the judges. Our attorneys have a proven track record of taking matters over from other counsel for the purpose of trying the case.

DIVERSITY
NAMWOLF
WBENC
WLAM

AFFILIATIONS
American Bar Association
Defense Research Institute
Oakland County Bar Association
State Bar of Michigan

CONTACT
Karen W. Magdich
kmagdich@magdichlaw.com

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Appellate
Corporate Defense
- Contract disputes
- Defamation
- Subrogation and restitution
Health Care / Medical Malpractice
Insurance Coverage
Insurance Defense
- Personal Lines
- Commercial General Liability
- Professional Negligence
Insurance Fraud

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS
AAA
ACCC
Allstate
Auto Owners
Encompass
Esurance
Farm Bureau
Inservco
Liberty Mutual
Meemic
Progressive
Select Medical Corporation

17177 N. Laurel Park Drive
Suite 401
Livonia, MI 48152

www.magdichlaw.com
Phone: 248-344-0013
Fax: 248-344-0133

7926 Ann Arbor Street
Dexter, MI 48130

NAMWOLF
Located in Charlotte, NC and Rock Hill, SC, Martineau King is a certified Woman and Veteran owned AV rated insurance coverage and litigation defense firm, dedicated to representing clients throughout the Carolinas. Our clients range from professionals and small businesses to large national and international insurance companies and corporations. We offer the personal attention that characterizes a small practice with the broad expertise and capabilities of a large firm.

The attorneys at Martineau King are as much innovators in business as they are skilled and experienced trial lawyers. Our attorneys bring a fresh and timely approach to how a litigation firm works. We want your business to not only survive but to thrive. Martineau King successfully handles all levels of litigation and consultation for insurance and reinsurance companies with legal issues in North and South Carolina.

**Coverage Advice and Litigation:** Our Insurance Coverage Team has a broad range of experience representing carriers in first and third party coverage disputes, including extra-contractual claims. Our attorneys assist carriers in analyzing policies of insurance, rendering coverage opinions, and litigating complex coverage disputes through trial and appeal.

**Insurance Defense Litigation:** Our Insurance Defense Team handles claims at all stages, from pre-suit through appeal. Our team has successfully represented claims against insureds that involve: construction defect liability, employment litigation, personal injury liability, premises liability, professional liability litigation, product liability, and trucking and transportation liability.
Paul Garcia & Associates is a civil litigation boutique law firm specializing in lawsuits throughout the San Antonio and South Texas Region. The firm has offices in San Antonio as well as Harlingen, so that we can meet the growing needs of our clients that continue to expand through the Southern area of Texas.

Paul Garcia has a proven record of success and the firm specializes in representing businesses and corporations with disputes arising from transactional matters to the most serious accidents. Our practice is primarily focused on the defense of businesses and corporations with a proven ability to win cases in counties that are known to be Plaintiff friendly throughout the state.
Paul Garcia & Associates is a civil litigation boutique law firm specializing in lawsuits throughout the San Antonio and South Texas Region. The firm has offices in San Antonio as well as Harlingen, so that we can meet the growing needs of our clients that continue to expand through the Southern area of Texas. Paul Garcia has a proven record of success and the firm specializes in representing businesses and corporations with disputes arising from transactional matters to the most serious accidents. Our practice is primarily focused on the defense of businesses and corporations with a proven ability to win cases in counties that are known to be Plaintiff friendly throughout the state.

Innovative Legal Services for Your Business™

At Paul Garcia & Associates, our philosophy is to put the clients first and obtain results in a cost effective manner. The legal team at Paul Garcia & Associates believes that efficient legal services that provide proven results will always benefit the client and consumers. The firm practice is to resolve a case as quickly as possible while ensuring the client’s interest are always protected. The attorneys at Paul Garcia & Associates will often project the estimated costs of legal fees versus the benefit of early settlement, so that clients will see and understand the effectiveness of early disposition of cases.
WE KNOW INSURANCE LITIGATION. In today’s world, most serious personal injury claims, or substantial property damage issues, are accompanied by multiple actual or alleged sources of recovery. Each of these sources must be considered for purposes of response to, or satisfaction of, the claim. Alternatively, when faced with large, potentially uninsured claims, individuals, businesses and insureds are inevitably required to resolve coverage issues that will have significant financial impact on each of them. Whether a construction claim requires an analysis of indemnification provisions between the owner, general contractor and sub-contractors, or whether additional insured provisions require in-depth policy interpretation, the proper assessment of indemnity and coverage issues is essential to the determination of the allocation of loss.

With more than 20 years’ experience, this is where we shine.

Perez Morris attorneys regularly litigate in state and federal courts across the country, as well as before the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation. Our lawyers are AV Preeminent rated by Martindale-Hubbell and have repeatedly been recognized as Super Lawyers by Super Lawyers Magazine, Best Lawyers by U.S. News and Top Lawyers by Columbus C.E.O. Magazine. We are members of the Defense Research Institute (DRI) and local trial lawyer associations.

As the largest Hispanic-owned law firm in the State of Ohio, diversity is at the core of who we are and is the heart of what we do.
We are innovation in action.

Roig Lawyers takes a people-first approach to practicing law that allows for true collaboration, effective teamwork and, ultimately, success. Our clients – which include some of the world’s largest technology companies, insurance carriers, retailers and national chain stores – trust us to bring a fresh approach to their complex legal issues. We work across a variety of practice areas, with a focus on insurance defense and commercial litigation.

As one of the largest minority-owned law firms in the U.S., diversity is deeply ingrained in our identity. Our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion fosters a welcoming culture for professionals of all races, religions, genders, sexual orientations and family structures. A diverse team means our clients benefit from diverse perspectives informed by unique points of view and lived experiences.

We are a Florida firm with offices in Deerfield Beach, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, West Palm Beach and Tampa. Our client base stretches well beyond our state’s borders and includes companies headquarters throughout the world. To learn more about us, visit www.roiglawyers.com.

We’re not just familiar with technology; we build it.

ROIG Lawyers is pushing legal services in new and innovative directions. Our Data Analytics practice uses sophisticated software to identify and analyze various types of fraud using data points to create highly effective analyses in all types of claims. We also have applied automation to a number of areas including case management to provide our clients with efficient and cost-effective legal services and to reduce case lifespan and spend.

Ranked #1 as Sun Sentinel’s 2021 “Top Midsize Workplaces”

PRACTICES
• Alternative Dispute Resolution
• Appellate
• Corporate
• Data Analytics
• Financial Services
• Fraud (SIU) Investigations
• Homeowners/Property
• Insurance Services
• Labor & Employment
• Litigation
• Premises Liability
• Workers’ Compensation

RECENT DIVERSITY RANKINGS
• Ranked #1 on Law360’s “Best Law Firms for Most Diverse Equity Partnerships”
• Ranked #1 on Law360’s “Best Law Firms for Minority Equity Partners”
• Ranked #1 on Law360’s “Best Law Firms for Minority Attorneys”
• Ranked #7 on Law360’s “Best Law Firms for Female Attorneys”

CONTACT
Michael A. Rosenberg
Firm Managing Partner
mrosenberg@roiglawyers.com

Nelson C. Bellido
Managing Partner Miami Office
nbellido@roiglawyers.com
We Know Business Matters Because Representing Businesses is All We Do.

The Royal Law Firm is an insurance defense firm that serves as panel counsel for several insurance companies in areas including:

- EPLI
- D&O
- E&O
- Business/commercial casualty
- General liability
- Workers’ compensation

Amy B. Royal, Esq.
ARoyal@TheRoyalLawFirm.com
(413) 586-2288

819 Worcester Street
Springfield, MA 01151
www.TheRoyalLawFirm.com

A Certified Women’s Business Enterprise
ROZARIO TOUMA, P.C.
Attorneys at Law

Mission
At Rozario Touma, P.C., our mission is to provide exemplary legal representation and develop a unique understanding of the business of each client. We believe that communication, ethics and integrity are the core values of what allows us to maintain valuable relationships with our clients. We have built our reputation on the quality of our attorneys and staff members, who provide superior client services, high-quality legal services and collaboration in a diverse environment.

Core Competencies
Rozario Touma, P.C., offers experienced legal services in the areas of Financial Services Litigation, Commercial Litigation and Transactions, Insurance Defense, Real Estate Litigation and Transactions, Corporate Governance and Litigation, Construction and Labor and Employment.

Representative Clients
Bank of America, N.A. (Financial Services); Hudson River Park Trust (Real Estate); DHL Express (Commercial Litigation); Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Real Estate, Insurance, Employment); New York State Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery (Investigations, Real Estate and Construction); Thorobird Companies LLC (Construction); Southside United, HDFC (Employment and Real Estate); The Abeco Organization (Commercial Litigation); Countrywide Insurance Company (Insurance); PNC Bank (Financial Services); New York City Transit Authority (Insurance); New York State Housing Trust Fund Corporation (Real Estate)

Commitment to Diversity
Rozario Touma, P.C., is a minority-owned business, certified with the National Minority Supplier Diversity Council, the State of New York and the City of New York. We operate on the premise that the firm best serves its clients with the most talented and diverse group of professionals. Our commitment to diversity extends beyond the workplace, as we continuously support and promote minority and women-owned businesses and educate our local communities and business partners on diversity initiatives.

Contact Information
Rovin R. Rozario, Founding Partner: rozario@rozariolaw.com, (212) 301-2770 Ext.1000
Hiba Touma, Founding Partner: htouma@rozariolaw.com, (212) 301-2770 Ext.1001
Christopher Tucker, Partner: ctucker@rozariolaw.com, (212) 301-2770 Ext. 6347
700 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 610
Glendale, California 91203
Phone: 818.721.9597
Fax: 818.721.9670
www.sacrowalker.com
About Us

In September 2015, Jennifer Yu Sacro and John Walker founded Sacro & Walker LLP with the goal of providing exceptional legal services at sensible rates. Drawing on forty years of combined experience practicing law in Los Angeles, Ms. Sacro and Mr. Walker have uncompromising dedication to achieving outstanding litigation results for their clients through vigorous advocacy and careful adherence to the profession's ethical standards. Immediately prior to forming Sacro & Walker, Ms. Sacro and Mr. Walker were litigation partners at prestigious downtown Los Angeles law firms.

Sacro & Walker is a certified woman and minority owned law firm focused on promoting diversity and equal opportunity in the legal profession. The firm is supported by an extraordinarily talented and diverse group of attorneys and professional staff who take enormous pride in the firm's status as a preeminent legal services provider.

Insurance Coverage Advice and Coverage Litigation

Sacro & Walker has a leading practice providing insurance coverage advice and coverage litigation representation to several national insurers.

Sacro & Walker attorneys have extensive coverage and coverage litigation expertise involving commercial general liability insurance policies. Jennifer Yu Sacro serves as lead outside counsel for insurers in complex, multi-party coverage litigations throughout the country.

Sacro & Walker attorneys are also counsel to national insurers in connection with life, accident and disability insurance claims. John Walker provides coverage advice to insurers in these areas, and represents insurers in first party litigation challenging claims determinations.

Lead partners Jennifer Yu Sacro and John Walker have reputations for achieving excellent results for their clients, applying a practical approach to litigation that appropriately balances aggressive advocacy with sensitivity to achieving outcomes that are in line with their clients' economic and business goals. The firm is adept at identifying and pursuing theories that are calculated to secure dispositive rulings and other favorable results in the early stages of litigation, including creating leverage to secure settlements on favorable terms. If a dispute cannot be resolved short of trial, however, Sacro & Walker attorneys have the knowledge and experience to develop and implement a winning trial strategy founded on thorough preparation, intelligent advocacy and skillful execution.
Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP is one of the largest certified minority-owned law firms in the country. We are a civil litigation defense firm of 35 attorneys offering the highest level of services at competitive, cost-effective rates for over 25 years. In order to obtain this objective, we are pleased to draw upon the diverse talents and backgrounds of our people. We have worked hard to assemble and cultivate professionals who can share in our legal service mission. After all, the foundation upon which our firm is built rests squarely on the shoulders of the professionals who comprise the firm. We are proud that over half of our partners and associates are women and attorneys of color.

PRODUCTS LIABILITY • TRANSPORTATION • CONSTRUCTION • WARRANTY • GAMING
TOXIC TORT/ASBESTOS • ENVIRONMENTAL • INSURANCE • PUBLIC FINANCE
CIVIL RIGHTS • REAL ESTATE • PREMISES • EMPLOYMENT • COMMERCIAL

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin
Languages: German, Italian, Korean, Mandarin, Polish, Spanish

Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP
333 W. Wacker Drive, Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60606
Telephone: (312) 641-1555
www.sanchezdh.com
E-mail: sdh@sanchezdh.com
About the Firm

Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP is a mid-sized civil defense litigation firm with over 35 attorneys. We will assist in your efforts to handle legal matters in a cost-effective manner while obtaining outstanding representation.

Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP is a full service civil practice law firm with the top A.V. Martindale-Hubbell rating. The firm is actively involved in the preparation, trial and appeal, if necessary, of civil cases of all kinds including personal injury, property damage, coverage disputes and other litigation. The firm specializes in the fields of product liability, strict liability in tort, construction, asbestos and civil rights litigation. A major portion of our practice is devoted to transportation issues, toxic torts, alleged "bad faith" insurance claims, insurance coverage, excess and reinsurance matters, homeowner's liability, and fire and explosion claims. Additionally, the firm handles contractual, commercial and real estate litigation as well as injunctive and/or equity relief, and appellate litigation. Sanchez Daniels & Hoffman LLP also has extensive expertise in the field of public finance and employment law. The firm's litigation practice takes it before all levels of State and Federal courts in IL, IN, MI, MN, MO and OH. The firm also practices before regulatory and administrative agencies as well as arbitration and mediation adjudicators.

We are quite proud of the fact that since 1987 we have:

- Grown from two to more than 35 attorneys; all solid, experienced professionals;
- Been honored as the recipient of the Thomas L. Sager Award in recognition of our commitment to diversity and gender balance. The award was given by the Minority Corporate Counsel Association;
- Become one of the largest minority-owned and controlled law firms in the United States;
- Gone to verdict in over 150 cases in State and Federal court;
- Been selected as Chrysler Group LLC's "Tier I" counsel from 1995-present with responsibility for all pending and future product liability cases filed against Chrysler for the northern half of Illinois and all of Indiana.
- Actively participated in the field of public finance working as underwriting counsel, bond counsel placement and borrower's counsel in transactions involving the City of Chicago, Chicago O'Hare International Airport, Chicago Midway Airport, the Chicago Park District, the Public Building Commission, the Chicago Board of Education, Cook County, United Airlines, St. Augustine College and Norwegian American Hospital.
- A partial list of established clients, include the following companies:

  | ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY | BELLWOOD Schoold District 88 |
  | BMW NA LLC | CHRYSLER GROUP LLC |
  | CITY OF CHICAGO | COLONY SPECIALTY GROUP |
  | DUPONT | EXELON |
  | FORD MOTOR COMPANY | GALLAGHER BASSETT SERVICES |
  | HARLEYSVILLE INSURANCE GROUP | MARMON GROUP |
  | McDONALDS CORPORATION | STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY |

All of this is recounted simply to emphasize that the firm is dynamic, firmly established, and eager to demonstrate its effectiveness. Our success is a direct result of our commitment to the belief that our clients come first.
Every case, regardless of size, receives the same thoughtful attention to detail by our experienced litigators. With more than 90 years of experience trying cases to verdict, Segmiller & Associates has been an AV rated, certified women-owned law firm since 2008 with its principal office in Pittsburgh, Pa. Supporting diversity and inclusion, the firm is fully staffed with women attorneys with various backgrounds including engineering and nursing. With litigation experience in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and Michigan, the firm participates as a business partner within a multitude of corporate and insurance carrier supplier diversity programs.

Areas of practice
- Automobile Liability
- Intellectual Property
- First Party and Subrogation
- Premises Liability
- Commercial Litigation
- UM/UIM
- Products Liability
- Bad Faith and Insurance Coverage
- Health and Hospital Law
- Disciplinary Board Actions
SMGQ Law is an AV-rated, certified minority-owned, full service Florida law firm, offering extensive experience in the handling of legal matters for key industries and clients ranging from Fortune 500 to privately-held businesses and high-net worth individuals. The Firm serves as Florida counsel to several national clients, representing them in all state and federal courts throughout the State of Florida. Located in the gateway city of Miami, SMGQ Law also assists clients in transactions and legal proceedings throughout Latin America.

AREAS OF PRACTICE:
Life, Health, Disability and ERISA Litigation
Insurance Coverage Litigation
Insurer Recovery Actions
Automobile Liability
Commercial General Liability
Directors & Officer Claims
Errors & Omissions
Extra Contractual Claims & Bad Faith
Fraudulent Claims
Homeowners Claims
Immigration
Labor & Employment
Medical Malpractice
Negligence
Personal Injury Litigation
Premises Liability
Product Liability Litigation
Professional Liability
Real Estate Litigation
Complex Commercial and Business Litigation
Corporate Law, as well as Federal and State Tax Law Matters
Commercial & Residential Real Estate and Lending Transactions
Government Investigations/Relations

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS:
Aetna, Inc.
AFLAC
Allstate Life Insurance Company
AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company
Bank of America
Benefit Life Corporation
Best Meridian Insurance Company
Best Meridian International Insurance Company, SPC
Combined Insurance Company of America
Continental American Insurance Company
Continental General Insurance Company
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Fifth Third Bank
Hartford Life and Annuity Insurance Company
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
KBS Companies
Lincoln Benefit Life Company
Lloyd’s of London
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
Neff Rental Corporation
New York Life Insurance Company
The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company
The Prudential Insurance Company of America
U.S. Bank
Visa, Inc.
Xerox Corporation

CONTACT: Emilia A. Quesada, Partner | EQuesada@SMGQLAW.com | 305.377.1000
Emilia A. Quesada is a founding partner of SMGQ focusing her practice in the area of commercial litigation, with specialized knowledge in life, health, disability and ERISA litigation, insurance coverage defense, a panoply of insurance products, financial services litigation and products liability defense. Ms. Quesada has represented numerous Fortune 500 companies throughout her career, including insurance organizations, financial institutions, retailers, manufacturing concerns, oil and gas companies, chemical companies, as well as publicly-traded entities and privately-owned businesses in the prosecution and defense of litigation matters such as business disputes, torts, fraud actions, consumer claims, insurance coverage matters, life, health, disability and ERISA litigation, interpleaders, structured settlement disputes, vicarious liability issues, officer/director liability claims, product liability matters and numerous other civil claims. Ms. Quesada is admitted to practice in the state and federal courts of Florida and Georgia. Ms. Quesada is AV-rated by Martindale-Hubbell Peer Review Ratings, the highest rating possible, an Arbitrator with the American Arbitration Association (Commercial, Healthcare and Consumer rosters) and a certified FINRA Arbitrator.

Prior to forming SMGQ in 2007, Ms. Quesada was a partner in the Miami office of the national firm Adorno & Yoss LLP, and a senior associate in the Miami office of Hunton & Williams LLP (n/k/a Hunton Andrews Kurth), one of the largest U.S. based international law firms. Ms. Quesada commenced her legal career in private practice at Steel, Hector & Davis LLP (n/k/a Squire Patton Boggs) after completing a federal clerkship as an Honors Attorney through the Attorney General Honors Program for the U.S. Department of Justice, where she was selected from over 2,500 applicants for one of eight positions.

**NOTABLE RECOGNITION**

Ms. Quesada served as one of 12 commissioners appointed to the American Bar Association’s Commission on Women in the Profession by the president of the ABA, and was the first Hispanic appointed to the Commission from Florida. Ms. Quesada was named by Minority Corporate Counsel Association as a “Mover and Shaker” in its Diversity & the Bar magazine, and featured in Diversity Inc. magazine, Attorney at Law magazine and Law 360’s “Minority Powerbroker” Q&A Spotlight. Ms. Quesada was highlighted as a Hispanic leader by Miami Today and South Florida CEO magazine, and named a Top Lawyer in Litigation in the South Florida Legal Guide. Ms. Quesada serves on panels and guest lectures on commercial litigation and insurance matters, diversity and work/life balance issues throughout the country, including the ABA’s Women in Law Leadership Academy, the National Association of Minority and Women-Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF) events, Latina Style magazine’s Business Conference Series, Emory Law School’s Trial Techniques Program, and University of Miami Law School’s Clinical Trial Program. Ms. Quesada is a Fellow of the Litigation Council of America (LCA) and was awarded the LCA’s Peter Perlman Service Award recognizing her community service related to the creation of the non-profit organization Friends for Fosters, Inc., which supports and benefits the disenfranchised children of South Florida who end up in foster care. Ms. Quesada is the former Co-Chair of NAMWOLF’s Insurance Practice Area Committee.
Our Goal

We believe that every case we handle, regardless of its complexity, deserves the most thorough and efficient service we can provide. We understand that every case entrusted to our firm has taken a toll of some sort on our clients in terms of stress, time and cost. Therefore, we strive to do everything possible to achieve a fast and final resolution of each matter we undertake through the means most suitable to our clients’ expressed needs. Our goal is to know and meet your goals in every instance.

Our History

Smith Fisher Maas Howard & Lloyd, P.C. is small by choice, not by chance. Founded in 1993, the firm's nine attorneys come from a wide variety of backgrounds and collectively have over two hundred years of experience in Indiana's courtrooms. A number of our attorneys are certified mediators. Several have been selected as Indiana Superlawyers. We have substantial trial experience and have been ranked in the top ten law firms in our state for the number of cases tried annually—trying more cases than firms twenty times our size. Smith Fisher Maas Howard & Lloyd, P.C. is certified by the state as a Women’s Business Enterprise, is a member of WBENC, and is AV rated by Martindale-Hubbell.

Our Clients

Our clients include Allstate; American Family Insurance; Auto-Owners Insurance; American Select Insurance; AT&T; Bituminous Companies; Citizens Insurance; Columbia Insurance Group; Continental Casualty; Erie Ins. Exchange; EMCOR Group; Esurance; The Farmers Automobile Insurance Association; FCCI Insurance Group; General Casualty Companies; Hanover Insurance Group; Hanover Professionals; Hastings Mutual Insurance; Hoosier Insurance; Indiana Farmers Mutual Insurance; Indiana Insurance; Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies; Mennonite Mutual Insurance; Motorists Mutual Insurance; Nationwide Insurance Company; Ohio Casualty Insurance; Ohio Farmers Insurance; Ohio Mutual Insurance Group; Pekin Insurance; Safeco Insurance; Selective Insurance Companies; Shambaugh & Son, LLC; Standard Mutual Insurance; State Auto Insurance; Viox Services, Inc.; West Bend Mutual Insurance; Western Reserve Group and Westfield Companies.

7209 N. Shadeland Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 46250
(317) 578-1900 • (317) 578-1330 fax
www.smithfisher.com
Smith Fisher Maas Howard and Lloyd, PC is a nine attorney firm located on Indianapolis’ Northside. Since its inception in 1993, the firm’s practice has focused on all areas of insurance defense. Currently, our insurance practice is evenly divided between first party coverage, bad faith and third party liability issues running the gamut from minor vehicular accidents to major construction losses and environmental contamination claims. Our firm regularly tries cases throughout Indiana in both its state and federal courts. The firm is a member of CLM and is recommended by A.M. Best.

Kimberly E. Howard, Principal
Kim Howard has practiced as a highly skilled defense trial lawyer in Indiana for over 20 years. Ms. Howard practices in general defense litigation, including construction, products liability, and transportation law. She also practices in the area of bad faith litigation. Additionally, she devotes a portion of her practice to her small business clients in the areas of contract negotiation, Request for Proposal Responses and general business development. Ms. Howard was the recipient of the 2014 Indiana State Bar Association Civility Award. Ms. Howard attended Indiana University and graduated from Indiana University School of Law at Indianapolis in 1991. E-mail: khoward@smithfisher.com

Rebecca J. Maas, Principal
Becky Maas has been in practice over 25 years and has tried more cases than anyone in the firm, and has obtained favorable verdicts in all of her trials, including numerous defense verdicts. Her current practice includes the defense of catastrophic injuries and large personal injury claims on construction sites, as well as construction defect claims. She is the firm’s resident authority on confined animal feeding operation (CAFO) litigation and is currently defending several Indiana farmers against claims for nuisance and bodily injury. Mrs. Maas is a graduate of Indiana’s Taylor University and of the Indiana University School of Law at Indianapolis in 1988. E-mail: rmaas@smithfisher.com

Mark. R. Smith, Principal
Mark R. Smith, CPCU, has over 30 years of experience in complex insurance coverage litigation. Mr. Smith, a member of the Indiana Bar, has defended thousands of cases in Indiana’s state and federal courts, and before the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. He focuses his practice on the area of insurance coverage, bad faith and punitive damage litigation. He also maintains a substantial state and federal appellate practice. Mr. Smith received his undergraduate degree from Hanover College (magna cum laude), his law degree from Indiana University at Indianapolis (magna cum laude), and his Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) designation from the American Institute for Chartered Property Casualty Underwriters. E-mail: msmith@smithfisher.com

Marcum J. Lloyd, Principal
Marc Lloyd has a solid history of successful trial work and has tried over 30 cases in his career. Marc has tried numerous cases to winning verdicts. His practice focuses on general insurance defense including transportation, premises defense, workers’ compensation and environmental law. Mr. Lloyd obtained his B.S., magna cum laude, from Valparaiso University in 1995 and graduated from Valparaiso’s law school in 1999. E-mail: mlloyd@smithfisher.com

Stephen C. Wheeler, Principal
Steve Wheeler’s practice has focused on insurance defense for twenty-five years. He has served as lead counsel on numerous trials involving issues of products liability, UWAUM, workers compensation, arson, fraud, bad faith and insurance coverage. He received his J.D. from American University in Washington D.C. where he served as a law clerk for the Department of Justice and represented veterans before the Department of Veteran’s Affairs. E-mail: swheeler@smithfisher.com

Donna H. Fisher, Of Counsel
Donna Fisher, one of the firm’s founding members, now serves as Of Counsel to the firm. While in active practice Ms. Fisher focused primarily on the areas of environmental defense and insurance coverage. She currently handles special projects for the firm while mentoring the firm’s associates. Ms. Fisher is a Diplomat of the Indiana Defense Trial Counsel. She obtained her B.A. from Susquehanna University in Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania and her J.D., cum laude, from Indiana University in Indianapolis E-mail: dfisher@smithfisher.com
INSURANCE

ABOUT STOKES LAWRENCE

Stokes Lawrence is a business firm with offices in Seattle and Yakima, Washington. The firm’s nearly 60 lawyers serve a client base comprised primarily of privately held businesses, as well as several Fortune 500 corporate clients and high net worth individuals.

We assist business leaders from a wide range of industries with legal concerns that include corporate, real estate, and financial transactions and disputes. We also help protect and enforce intellectual property rights. We provide counsel and representation in employment matters and litigation. We help clients strategically plan for the future through estate and succession planning. And when disputes arise, we are skilled advocates seeking the most advantageous outcome to meet our clients’ objectives.

National and Global Reach. In order to better serve our clients needing representation outside of Washington, Stokes Lawrence is a member of two prestigious organizations, National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF), and, Lawyers Associated Worldwide (LAW).

INSURANCE COVERAGE

Our insurance coverage attorneys represent individuals, families, homeowners, and businesses in disputes with their insurance companies. We are well known in the state and region for the depth and breadth of our experience in litigating and negotiating with insurance companies. We also advise and assist our clients in preparing damages claims and evaluating potential legal exposures that should be addressed when purchasing coverage.

We have represented policyholders in disputes involving:

- Denial of coverage
- Duty to defend
- Bad faith
- Damage to homes and businesses, including flood, fire, mold, foundation settlement, and other claims
- Director and officer liability insurance claims
- Complex business interruption claims
- Allocation disputes

Caryn Geraghty Jorgensen
206.812.7463
caryn.jorgensen@stokeslaw.com

Raymond S. Weber
206.812.7454
ray.weber@stokeslaw.com

For a full list of our insurance attorneys, please visit www.stokeslaw.com
Over 100 jury trials in cases ranging from insurance bad faith, premises liability, wrongful death, traumatic brain injury, auto liability, dram shop, wrongful discharge, defamation, conspiracy, and medical malpractice.

Appellate practice, including amicus curiae briefing, and oral argument before the Colorado Supreme Court, Colorado Court of Appeals, and Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Summary judgment and 12(b) dismissals in favor of insurance, retail, and individual clients.
CLIENT FOCUSED. STRATEGICALLY MANAGED. OUTCOME DIRECTED.

TORRES LAW GROUP is a full service, defense law firm providing legal services to the insurance industry, corporate risk management and commercial clients throughout the State of Florida. We represent clients in litigated matters in State and Federal Courts and alternative dispute resolution forums and provide legal advice and counsel on coverage and non-litigated matters.

We are a progressive law firm focusing on prompt and accurate delivery of high quality legal services, specifically tailored to the individual needs and goals of each institutional client. The client's priorities are our priorities. We provide customized solutions prioritizing efficiency, value, predictability of legal fees and superior outcomes.

Our clients value our ability to assess the situation, calculate the risks and offer straightforward opinions and practical decision making under conditions of uncertainty.

What We Do
• Commercial and Business Litigation
• Insurance Coverage Evaluation and Litigation
  • Commercial and Personal Lines
  • First Party Property
  • Casualty/Liability Coverage
  • Insurance Fraud
  • Insurance Bad Faith
  • Subrogation and Recovery

• Tort and Insurance Defense
  • Personal Injury
  • Wrongful Death
  • Premises Liability
  • Negligent Security
  • Products Liability
  • Defamation
  • Retail and Hospitality
  • Construction Defect

• Professional Liability Defense
• Motor Vehicle Litigation
• Cargo and Transportation
• Alternative Dispute Resolution
• Appeals

Certifications
• AV® Rated by Matindale-Hubbell
• Best’s Client Recommended Insurance Attorneys
• National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF)
• Certified Women’s Business Enterprise
• Certified Minority Business Enterprise

Contact:
Anna D. Torres
321 S. Dixie Hwy, Suite 201
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
(561) 510-4855
atorres@torres.law
www.torres.law
Corporations and individuals in the insurance industry and others look to Walsh for representation to help navigate through complex litigation, compliance, and transactional matters, as well as to investigate and advise management on sensitive business issues. Founded and managed with a collaborative and entrepreneurial spirit, Walsh has decades of legal experience in insurance and more than a dozen other practice areas and a commitment to responsiveness, integrity, and pragmatism. Walsh also recognizes there is value in avoiding litigation and provides proactive and preventive strategic counseling to its clients.

Our 28 dedicated, forward-thinking professionals thrive on finding solutions and achieving results for our clients and enjoy practicing law with the personal attention and responsiveness more common to smaller organizations.
In this complex and multifaceted area of the law, Walsh attorneys work diligently to clarify goals and find the most efficient solution to achieve results. Our Insurance practice encompasses a broad scope of services involving insurance defense work.

What we do for our Insurance clients:

Handling a variety of insurance matters from the straightforward to the complex, Walsh's attorneys have litigated insurance matters spanning a multitude of industries and professional services. We also have substantial experience with respect to bad faith claims asserted in first party insurance coverage actions.

Subject matters include:

- Product liability
- Professional malpractice and negligence
- Construction litigation
- Fire and theft losses
- Subrogation recovery
- Environmental
- Errors & omissions
- Fraudulent claims
- Personal injury
- All forms of general liability

In addition to the diverse experiences of the attorneys in the practice area, the chair of the department is the former Commissioner of the Department of Banking and Insurance for the state of New Jersey. This enables us to provide clients with regulatory, compliance, transactional and litigation services.

Who we work with:

- Insurance companies
- Self-insureds
- Other industry stakeholders
ABOUT THE FIRM:

Wargo & French LLP ("Wargo French") is a full-service law firm and certified minority-owned business with offices located in Atlanta, Los Angeles and Miami. Built on the principle of intentional inclusivity, we recognize that the diverse experiences, perspectives, and backgrounds of our attorneys result in more creative ideas, more productive discussions, and more innovative solutions for our clients.

Wargo French focuses on building a mutual sense of trust and confidence with our clients. We partner closely with our clients to understand their challenges and goals and to provide guidance so they can attain their objectives. As a result of our high-quality work product and emphasis on client service, Wargo French has developed long-standing relationships with our clients. Notably, many of our clients have been represented by members of the firm for over two decades. This is the hallmark and founding principle of our firm: providing excellent legal work with an outstanding level of service and responsiveness.

Wargo French is honored to be a member and proud sponsor of NAMWOLF.

PRACTICE AREAS:

Alternative Dispute Resolution
Appellate Litigation
Bankruptcy and Restructuring
Class and Collective Action Litigation
Commercial Finance and Lending
Commercial Real Estate
Commercial Transactions and Business Consulting
Complex Commercial Litigation
Corporate Governance
Creditor's Rights
Data Privacy and Security

Defamation Litigation
Employment Litigation and Preventative Services
Engineering and Construction
Financial Services Litigation
Insurance Coverage
Intellectual Property and Trade Secrets
Internal Investigations
Mergers and Acquisitions
Real Estate Litigation
Technology Transactions

INSURANCE COVERAGE AND INSURANCE-RELATED LITIGATION:

Wargo French’s insurance coverage attorneys have a broad and deep level of experience across insurance products and disputes. Whether first party or third party, general liability or P&C, or specialty insurance products, Wargo French attorneys focus their client service on preventing disputes before they materialize and resolving disputes as efficiently as possible. Accordingly, a significant portion of Wargo French's coverage work is outside of litigation, solving problems before they occur. When litigation is unavoidable, Wargo French attorneys have developed litigation strategies to reduce both risk and legal spend in cases involving coverage disputes, allegations of fraud, and allegations of bad faith. Wargo French’s attorneys have briefed and litigated virtually every significant policy term and condition and know what works and what does not. Wargo French is able to focus the dispute on the client's best argument, efficiently maximizing leverage for resolution. This is our distinction with a difference.
WARGO FRENCH INSURANCE TEAM:

Michael French
Owner
Atlanta Office
mfrench@wargofrench.com

Michael Foster
Partner
Miami Office
mfoster@wargofrench.com

Jeffrey Williams
Partner
Los Angeles Office
jwilliams@wargofrench.com

Steven Schabacker
Senior Associate
Miami Office
sschabacker@wargofrench.com

Ashley Escoe
Associate
Atlanta Office
aescoe@wargofrench.com

Daniel Perez
Associate
Miami Office
dperez@wargofrench.com

Yasbel Perez
Associate
Miami Office
yperez@wargofrench.com

Evan Holober
Associate
Miami Office
eholober@wargofrench.com

ATLANTA
999 PEACHTREE ST. NE
26TH FL. | ATLANTA, GA 30309
PHONE 404.853.1500

LOS ANGELES
601 SOUTH FIGUEROA ST.
SUITE 4625 | LOS ANGELES, CA 90017
PHONE 310.853.6300

MIAMI
201 S. BISCAYNE BLVD.
SUITE 1000 | MIAMI, FL 33131
PHONE 305.777.6000
INSURANCE LIABILITY AND LITIGATION

We are a Colorado based majority women-owned law firm founded in 1995

Our insurance coverage and litigation team focuses on the representation of insurance companies and insureds in a wide variety of areas including fraud, complex first-and-third party coverage analyses, extracontractual liability and all aspects of insurance litigation.

Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC
We are a Majority Woman Owned Law Firm focused on Defense Litigation Excellence.

303-830-1212
Wells, Anderson & Race, LLC
1700 Broadway, Suite 1020
Denver, CO 80290
For more information visit: www.warllc.com

We are a Majority Woman Owned Law Firm focused on Defense Litigation Excellence.
Wright, Finlay & Zak is nationally certified as a Women’s Business Enterprise by the Women’s Business Enterprise Counsel-West, a regional certifying partner of the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC). WFZ is also a proud member of the National Association of Minority and Women Owned Law Firms (NAMWOLF).

OVERVIEW
Wright, Finlay & Zak, LLP (“WFZ”) is a full-service litigation and transactional law firm with offices in California, Nevada, Arizona, Washington, Oregon and Utah allowing WFZ to provide assistance throughout the Western United States.

INSURANCE COVERAGE
WFZ’s Insurance Coverage Division defends and prosecutes claims on behalf of its clients in state and federal courts. Our team routinely provides coverage opinions and advises on all aspects of insurance coverage products, industry practices and procedures, and insurance regulations. We litigate contractual and extracontractual claims, including claims for bad faith, successfully bringing numerous claims to judgment. Our insurance coverage experience includes:

- Individual property and casualty
- Commercial and business coverage
- Life, health and disability
- Umbrella and excess coverage
- Personal auto coverage
- Director’s and officer’s coverage
- Title insurance

INSURANCE DEFENSE
WFZ has brought together seasoned trial attorneys with experience in many areas of insurance defense. WFZ’s attorneys have decades of experience in personal injury defense, both commercial line and personal line, representing excess insurers and companies with Self-Insured Retention coverage. Its attorneys have represented doctors, lawyers, hospitals and other professionals in malpractice cases. Collectively, WFZ’s Insurance Defense Division has taken nearly 100 cases to trial, both bench and jury.

EXPERIENCE
Our team members have provided claim handling training and education to Fortune 500 insurance companies and to national audiences of practicing attorneys. In addition to defending and prosecuting claims, we have provided expert witness testimony on insurance industry practices and procedures in court proceedings. Let us put our experience to work for you.

PERSONAL ATTENTION, EFFICIENCY & COST
WFZ understands that behind the issues of every unique matter are the particular needs and concerns of its clients. WFZ attorneys take the time to meet with their clients, as well as to assess all available information to effectively evaluate and develop a preliminary litigation plan. Our goal is to resolve claims as efficiently as possible with particular attention to the overall cost. WFZ provides its insurance coverage legal services at reasonable hourly rates, which are tailored to the specific practice area involved, as well as the needs of the retaining party.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE INSURANCE COVERAGE DIVISION OF WRIGHT, FINLAY & ZAK, LLP, ITS ATTORNEYS AND SERVICES, PLEASE CONTACT:

DARREN T. BRENNER
PH: (702) 608-1871
EM: DBRENNER@WRIGHTLEGAL.NET